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The purpose of this Inquiry Is to explore the role of culture In
social life. My particular concern Is with the relationship of culture
to political act1v1ty->though In this thesis I limit myself to the moblll-
zatlonal aspects of politics. Two problems confront met one Is the
problem of how to define culture* I.e.* what It Is and the other Is how
to select data that will support my contention regarding the relation¬
ship of culture to politics. I treat the problem of definition by draw¬
ing on two bodies of literatures (1) notions of culture used In social
science work as exenpllfled In the fields of political socialization and
cultural anthropology and (2) the notions of culture prevalent among
Afro-American thinkers. While I Intend to demonstrate my reason for It
below* my survey of these areas led me to conclude that a useful defi¬
nition Is one which emphasizes that culture Is a value syston supple¬
mented by Institutional arrangements supportive of said values. I
contend that culture* so defined* Is a phenomenon that can mobilize
people for political ends. In order to support this contention I select
one experience from Afro-American history—the slave revolts—In which
Afro-Americans were mobilized. I then discuss the Interplay of culture
and politics In these efforts to support my contention that mobilization
Is related to cultural antecedents.
In the first chapter of this work I explicate cultural definitions
In two related areas of scholarships political socialization and cultural
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anthropology. Included In this chapter will be a survey of the contro¬
versy between E. Franklin Frazier and Melville Herskovlts regarding
African cultural survivals among Afro-Americans. The purpose of this
chapter then. Is to provide a basis for making con^arlsons and contrasts
between cultural anthropologyt political socialization and the cultural
definition herein employed. Thus* as the work proceeds* It will be shown
that political socialization and cultural anthropology have tnob111za>
tional characteristics that are (1) supportive of my contention that a
useful cultural definition Is one which emphasizes a value system
supported by Institutional arrangements and (2) continuous with the
proposition that mobilization results from cultural antecedents.
I will treat various Afro-American conceptions regarding the poli¬
tical role of culture In the second chapter. Harold Cruse's work will
be pivotal In this chapter In that I will use It as the theoretical
framework In which to cast the thought of other Afro-American thinkers.
In addition to presenting Cruse's work as the theoretical framework* I
will also present what I consider significant criticisms of Cruse's work.
Specifically* I will treat Cruslan criticisms that have been levelled
by three gentlemeni Robert Allen* Robert Chrlsman and Ernest Kaiser.
The second chapter* then* will give the reader some feel for the various
Afro-American analyses of the cultural question.
In the third chapter I will give extended treatment to one especi¬
ally heated controversy that developed In the late 1960s. The reference
Is to the controversy that developed between the cultural and revolu¬
tionary nationalists regarding the political role of culture. This
controversy will be analyzed from a point of view that emphasizes a
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nationalist, Integratlonist duality In Afro-American academic and social
life. In addition to Indicating the limitations and possibilities of
each group's cultural thinking as It relates to their ability to pre¬
cisely conceptualize the American socio-economic and political fabric,
this chapter will further place my cultural definition, which emphasizes
values supported by Institutional arrangements. In the context of the
late 1960s) the particular period that featured several cultural na¬
tionalist organizations moving from a definition similar to the one I
am using.
In the fourth chapter I will compare and contrast cultural thinking
In the areas of political socialization, cultural anthropology and Afro-
American conceptions of culture. By carefully comparing and contrasting
the cultural thinking In the three above areas It will be shown that my
cultural definition, which en^haslzes values supported by Institutional
arrangements Is an amalgum of cultural thought In the three said areas.
Inasmuch as my cultural definition was heavily Influenced by the cultural
writings of Ron Karenga, It will be useful to evaluate the various aspects
of his cultural writings. Thus, my treatment of Karenga, In the fourth
chapter will be more extended than my treatment of political socializa¬
tion and cultural anthropology. Taken In total though, this chapter
will provide the basis for using the cultural definition herein employed
as a tool to select and explain historical data that relates to the
proposition that political mobilization Is related to cultural anteced¬
ents.
The fifth chapter will provide the historical basis for my propo¬
sition that political mobilization Is related to cultural antecedents.
Of particular Interest In this chapter Is religion and the Black Church.
4
Religion will be treated as the subjective or value orientation of
religious attitudes. The Black Church will be treated as the objective
Institutionalization of religious values or orientations.
The concept mobilization^ which has been used throughout* Is a
political variable. In my usage It means getting people out of their
homes and Into situations that allow for a type of confrontation which
has as Its goal the Improvement of the lives of those Involved as well
as others of that particular reaclal group relative to the state
apparatus.
In closing It should be noted that It Is not my purpose to deter¬
mine whether the Black Church was more progressive than reactionary but
rather that It established Itself as a legitimate Institution} a kind of
quasi government} or at least an acknowledged arena where problems
could be brought for possible resolution. It will be shown that the
level of legitimacy that the Black Church enjoyed as a cultural entity
made addressing It a way to mobilize Afro-Americans.
CHAPTER I
POLITICAL SOCIALIZATION AND CULTURAL ANTHROPOLOGY
In this chapter I will discuss some of the political Irrqpllcatlons
of culture by focusing on similarities and differences between political
soclallzatlony cultural anthropology and my cultural definition. This
discussion will of course allow me to make specific comparisons and con¬
trasts between the three areas. I will also present and critique the
E. Franklin Frazier, Melville Herskovlts controversy Involving African
cultural survival among Afro-Americans. This controversy Is significant
here due to Its obvious relationship to the role of cultural antecedents
In political mobilization.
In the last section of this chapter I will present similarities and
differences between political socialization, cultural anthropology and
my cultural definition. This section, then, will provide a basis for
my contention that a useful cultural definition Is one which eiqphasizes
a value system supplemented by Institutional arrangements.
Political Socialization
Political socialization Is the subfield In political science which
most clearly parallels my concern with the political Implications of
culture.^ Political socialization Is variously defined and oftentimes
^See Julius Gould and William L. Kolb, eds.. Dictionary of Social
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2associated with another Important concept^ political culture* Inas¬
much as the two are Intimately linked It will be Instructive to evaluate
both concepts. Independently first and then Interdependent!y.
According to Dawson and Prewitt, political culture Is
The pattern of distribution of orientations mend>ers of a
political community have toward politics. This patterned
collectivity of orientations Influences the structure, opera¬
tion and stability of political 11fe*3
Heinz Eulau Is more specific about "political behavior." (Eulau's use
of the concept "political behavior" Is so similar to Dawson and Prewitt's
"political culture" as to make concepts Interchangeable.) Eulau views
political orientations as cognitive, affective and evaluative!
Cognitive orientations Include both knowledge and beliefs
about the social and physical environment; they provide the
maps that guide political action. Affective orientations
find expression In common signs, symbols and rituals that
aid people In Identifying with each other; they are thus
powerful elements In a society's cohesion and maintenance.
Evaluative orientations supply the normative standards In
terms of which social goals are specified and assessed.
Judgements are made about the means to attain them and poli¬
tical action Is taken. Because all three types of orienta¬
tions are widely shared they make for political behavior
that Is regular and uniform within a culture.^
The last sentence of the above quote more than justifies our using
Science (New Yorks The Free Press of Glencoe, 1972), p* 457 and pp. 672-
673 for a discussion of "political socialization."
2
See Heinz Eulau, ed*. Political Behavior In Americas New Direct¬
ions (New Yorks Random House, 1966), p. 199 and Dawson and Prewitt,
Political Socialization (Bostons Little Brown Co., 1969)* p. 16 for
discussions on "political culture."
Dawson and Prewitt, Political Socialization, p* 27.
4
Heinz Eulau, ed., Political Behavior In Americas New Directions.
p. 199.
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Eulau's "political behavior" and Dawson and Prewitt's "political cul¬
ture" Interchangeably. Eulau's explanation, however. Is more elaborate,
positing three Interrelated orientations which provide uniform pat¬
terns of behavior In a culture. Importantly, these orientations serve
as a reservoir to be drawn from by those who want to effect change.
Eulau's three types of orientations have Implications regarding
5
questions of historical change. For example, by using C. Wright Mills'
conception of political philosophy with particular emphasis on his
concept of "agencies of action, of the means of reform, revolution or
conservation" It becomes apparent that Eulau's orientations are crucial
In terms of Identifying what Mills calls the "historical levers by which
Ideals are to be won or maintained after they have been won."^ Quite
simply, a thorough knowledge of a society's political culture would
maximize the chances of Identifying those historical levers that could
7
Initiate or retard confronting the state apparatus. The crucial dis¬
tinction here Is that a thorough knowledge of society's political culture
Is not revolutionary or reactionary In Itself, rather that knowledge of
the political culture Is a necessary tool whether one would conserve or
destroy the existing state apparatus.
Political culture, then. Is composed of cognitive, affective and
^C. Wright Mills, The Marxist (New Yorki Dell Publishers, 1962),
p. 10.
^Ibld., p. 12.
^Mllls Identifies four aspects of political philosophy! Ideology,
Ideals, agencies and theories. For a complete discussion of this con¬
struct, see C. Wright Mills, The Marxist, pp. ^30. The only aspect
germalne here Is agencies.
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evaluative orientations. Evaluative orientations provide the normative
base for political thought within a society. Cognitive orientations
determine how political problems are conceptualized and affective orien¬
tations determine how the conceptions are acted out.
The question now Is how are these coinnon orientations obtained.
Again, according to Dawson and Prewitti
Political socialization Is the name given the process
through which a citizen acquires his own view of the poli¬
tical world.®
The writers go on to point out that political socialization Is the way
In which one generation passes on political standards and beliefs. "Cul¬
tural transmission," the authors assert, Is the phrase which best des¬
cribes this process. This transmission Is formal and Informal. The
formal aspect Is composed of Institutions structured by the state
apparatus which transmit standards and beliefs. The Informal aspect
would Include societal groupings that are not purposely structured by the
state apparatus but nevertheless transmit standards and beliefs—Insti¬
tutions like the peer group. To be sure, the peer group Is a relative
construct In that while It Is not consciously structured by the state
apparatus the state apparatus still opens and closes certain options to
It.
The formal aspect Is easiest to explicate Inasmuch as Its goals are
more discernable. Specifically, the formal socializing Institutions
9
exist to create, maintain and transform the political culture.
Q
Dawson and Prewitt, Political Socialization, p. 6.
^Ibld., p. 10.
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The distinction between political culture and political social1za>
tion Is one of content and process* Political culture provides the
content for the process of political socialization. Taken In total the
content of political culture and the process of political socialization
results In the creation of political beliefs that are uniformed and
shared throughout a society.
Cultural Anthropology
My particular concern In the area of cultural anthropology Is with
the concept of cultural transmission. A survey of the literature Indi¬
cated that said concept Is quite relevant to my concern with the role
that cultural antecedents play In political mobilization. The question
of cultural transmission Is addressed In Margaret Mead's Culture and
Commitment.^^ She asserts that culture Is transmitted In one of three
wayst (1} post-figurative cultural transmission features a society In
which children learn from their forebearersf (2) children and adults
learn from each other In the configurative method) (3) and In the pre-
12
figurative method adults learn from their children* The point Mead
ultimately makes* that the prefigurative method Is the one dominant In
white society Is not crucial here*
To A. L. Kroeber the question of transmission Is an Important
aspect of culture. The Idea of learning* Kroeber writes* brings us back
^®Ib1d.* p. 10*
^^Margaret Mead* Culture and Commitment (New Yorki Ooubleday*
1969)* p. 1.
10
again to what Is socially transmlttedf tdiat Is received from tradition,
13
what Is acquired by man as a member of society. Kroeber concludes that
the process of culture, "how It comes to be," Is really more Important
14
than what It Is. Again, with the oiphasls on process we see a simi¬
larity between the transmittal aspect of culture and political sociali¬
zation.
Kroeber provides some useful categories as regards our Interest
In the transmittal aspect of culture. He asserts that culture Is supra-
Indlvldual and supraorganlc.^^ By this he means culture, while It
depends on the Individual for Its particular expression, has an existence
above that of any Individual. Additionally heasserts that cultural
Institutions, over time, acquire an existence above and beyond their
Immediate reality and In fact transcends Its
They are above them In that a particular culture, a
particular set of Institutions can pass to other societies.
Further, particular manifestations of culture find their
primary significance In other cultural manifestations, and
can be most fully understood In terms of these manifesta¬
tions. . .
The above quote suggests an Internal cultural dynamici that things
cannot be simply understood In terms of what they appear to be. There
Is an Intermix of particular Institutions within a given culture, so
that the traditional function of one Institution may acquire another
13
I... — ... , ~
binger Books, 1963)» p* 62.
14








characteristic In accordance to any number of conditions. Religion, for
17
example, may manifest Itself differently In different cultures.
In^rtantly, these manifestations, their differences, can not be under¬
stood solely In terms of preconceived notions of what religion 1$ (for
example, the organized worship of a superior being). There may well be
any nui^er of other factors, environmental, psychological and otherwise.
Impinging on why one society practices religion. If any Is practiced at
all, differently from another society.
Kroeber goes on to describe what he sees as salient aspects of
culture, pointing out that every cultural fact Is always a historical
fact. It logically follows then, that to get at what might be considered
cultural phenomena requires historical Investigation. Another Kroeberlan
aspect of culture Is Its receptivenesst
Even In times of the most radical change and Innovation
there are probably several times as many Items of culture
transmitted from the past as there are being newly devised.'
He thus concludes that culture's receptiveness tends to be considerably
stronger than its active or Innovative qualities. Kroeber's point rein¬
forces the earlier assertion that political socialization draws from
established political beliefs and orientations that comprise political
culture.
17
For examples of varying religious practices see Henri Frankfort,
Ancient Egyptian Religion (New Yorki Harper and Row, 19^)t Chancellor
Williams, The Destruction of Black Civilization (Chicagot Third World
Press, 1974) and Joseph R. Washington. Black Rellolont The Neoro and
Christianity In the U. S. (Bostoni Beacon Press, 1966).
18
Kroeber, Culture Patterns and Processes, p. 64.
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Herskovlts and Frazier
In Its broadest fashion the controversy between E. Franklin Frazier
and Melville Herskovlts Involving African cultural survivals can be
understood In terms of an enq^hasls on either the process or content of
the Afro-American slave experience^ X will Illustrate below that
Frazier's assertion that African cultural survivals among Afro-Americans
are limited to non-existent Is undergirded by the fact that he emphasizes
the process of the slave experience} those Immediately perceptible
appearances that make the slave look like a mindless pawn who Is swayed
and manipulated by the whims and whip of the slave-master. Conversely
It will be shown that Herskovlts' assertion that African cultural sur¬
vivals are prevalent anx>ng Afro-Americans Is content oriented In that
his analysis of the slave experience emphasizes Internal efforts that
the slave community employed to offset the oppressive process of slavery.
Basically Frazier analyzes the slave experience from a perspective
that emphasizes the economic function of the slave. From Frazier's view¬
point the economic function of the slave was so basic as to overshadow
any creative or Innovative efforts that the slave community may have used
In their efforts to minimize the effects of the oppressive process of
slavery. So that his analysis and perspective on the Afro-American
slave experience Is that of an outsider, viewing and critiquing the
appearances of slavery without looking Into the slave community. The
following quote Is lllustrativet
In America there was no social organization to sustain what¬
ever Ideas and conceptions of life the Negro might have retained
13
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from his African heritage.
The point that Frazier ultimately makes about Africanisms is that they
were practically non-existent because the slave's life was completely
dependent on the whims of the slave master.
Frazier's position on African cultural survivals in Afro-American
religion is continuous with his assertion that no American "social
organization" existed to nurture and develop African social organiza¬
tional survivals. The following will bear me outt
Undoubtedlyt the most influential personalities among
slaves were their preachers. These preachers became the
interpreters of a religion which the slaves had developed
on American soil. This religion was not a heritage) as many
have assumed) from Africa.
So on the question of African cultural survivals in Afro-American social
organization and religion) Frazier maintains that they were non-existent.
Frazier's contention that African cultural survivals were non¬
existent can be questioned on two grounds! (1) Frazier does not expli¬
citly come to grips with the body of social science literature) particu¬
larly in the areas of political socialization and cultural anthropology)
that discusses cultural transmission and longevity and (2) his limited
to non-existent treatment of the internal aspects of Afro-American
slaves' attempts to cope with and transcend the oppressive and dehumani¬
zing effects of the slave process. I will look at each shortcoming
in turn.
If we follow Frazier's reasoning that no social organization existed
19
E. Franklin Frazier) The Negro P^^jly In the United States
(Chicago! University of Chicago Press) 196^}) p. 17.
^°Ibid.) p. 14.
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to sustain Afro-American conceptions and Ideas that were predicated on
the slaves' African heritage, then the point Is totally missed In terms
of beginning to understand how a people cope with and attempt to trans¬
cend adversity. If the relationship of the slave and the slave master
Is understood It becomes obvious that any social organizational construct
consciously supportive of the slaves' cultural heritage would have to
be created by the slave. What I am arguing Is that It Is not In the
Interest of the slave master. If he or she Is Interested In remaining
master, to consciously create and foster a type of social organizational
construct that would be sympathetic to and supportive of the slaves'
cultural heritage. So to focus, almost myopically, on what social organi¬
zational constructs were In place when Africans were first brought here
as slaves Is to miss the point.
In attempting to understand the Afro-American slaves' attempt to
deal with their condition and the Importance or non-importance of African
cultural survivals In that attempt the crucial point here becomes two¬
fold! (1) a clear knowledge and understanding of the salient charac¬
teristics of African religion and social organization and (2) a clear
knowledge and understanding of Afro-American slave social organization
and religion. An effective treatment of these two entitles would then
allow meaningful assertions to be made regarding African cultural sur¬
vivals In the areas of religion and social organization.
My contention Is that Frazier did not effectively treat Internal
efforts that the Afro-American slave community used In attempts to adjust
to and transcend their condition. This shortcoming on Frazier's part
Is Illustrative of my claim that he does not come to grips with social
15
science literature that discusses cultural transmission and longevity*
A coming to grips with said literature would dictate focusing on the
Internal efforts of the particular group being discussed (In this case
Afro-Americans) to cope with and transcend their condition.
So Frazier's non-treatment of the Internal aspects of slavery that
emphasize slave Initiative and his not coming to grips with social
science literature that discusses cultural transmission and longevity
undermines his assertion that African cultural survivals were non¬
existent among Afro-American slaves*
Herskovlts' argument regarding African cultural survivals among
Afro-Americans Is two-foldi (1) In the material aspects of life African
cultural survivals are practically non-existent and (2) on the spiritual,
religious or value orientational level African cultural survivals are
quite prevalent* Herskovlts assertsi
For underlying the life of the American Negro Is a deep
religious bent that Is but the manifestation here of the
similar drive that everywhere makes the supernatural a major
focus of 1nterest*21
Inasmuch as Herskovlts asserts that African religious beliefs were preva¬
lent among Afro-American slaves, his argument regarding the Afro-American
slave experience Is content oriented*
Herskovlts treats process and content differently* While he Is
concerned with and In fact critically treats the process of slavery,
he also critically treats the content of the slave community* That Is,
he looks beyond the slave's economic function In an effort to determine
21
Melville Herskovlts, The Myth of the Neoro Past (Bostons Beacon
Press, 1958), p* 208*
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how the slave conmunlty may have been organized and what the factors were
that provided social cohesion* It can be asserted that Herskovlts'
approach Is more complete than that of Frazier's* He treats the slave's
oppression as well as attempts to cope with and transcend said condi¬
tions*
The controversy between Frazier and Herskovlts Is especially crucial
here because It Impacts on my concern with culture's potential as a
mobilization tool* Frazier's modelt If followed would render my proposi¬
tion that culture Is a way to mobilize Afro-Americans meaningless be¬
cause his conception of culture would have no longevity and consequently
there wouldn't be any long term basis for social cohesion* Quite simply^
the objective function of a society (attempts to deal with nature* each
other and other societies) would be the only basis for social cohesion*
Thus* as In the case of the Afro-American slave* when the objective
function Is changed then that new function provides the basis for social
cohesion* Consequently Frazier argues from a point of view which empha¬
sizes the economic function of the slave being the basis for social
cohesion* Herskovlts would argue that Frazier's position does not
evaluate the Afro-American slaves' historyt the customs* beliefs* morals
that slaves brought with them* Herskovlts asserts that the slave's previ¬
ous orientations* at the very least provided a basis for coping with and
transcending the slave condition*
To be sure* this controversy has Implications outside my concern
with the political role of culture. It touches on questions that Involve
the significance of Afro-American history* On the one hand It can be
argued from the Frazier construct that the slave experience provides no
17
lessons for Afro-Americans* Conversely, adherents of the Herskovits
position would assert that a study of Afro-American slavery would illus¬
trate how Afro-Americans used previous orientations as a partial basis
for coping with and transcending slave conditions.
For the purposes of getting at the political role of culture,
Herskovits' construct is most useful in that while it emphasizes the
content of the Afro-American slave experience it also treats the process
of slavery. More specifically, Herskovits treats process and content
in a dynamic fashion, the one effecting the other. This makes his treat¬
ment of the slave question as it relates to African cultural survivals
more complete.
Summary
The crucial categories that emerge from political socialization,
cultural anthropology and my conception of culture are process and
content. I will proceed to place aspects of these three areas under
either the heading of process or content.
The following will be conceptualized under the category of processi
political socialization, culture's supraindividual and supraorganic
characteristics, and institutions. All these are objectifications of
subjective realms of realityi values, norms and orientations. These
objectifications are institutionalized* The difference between their
transmission is one of emphasis*
Political socialization transmits political orientations that are
evaluative, cognitive and affective. All these orientations, of course,
relate directly to political issues. Supraindividual and supraorganic
characteristics are institutionalized, giving culture a transcendent
18
quality beyond any particular Individual or Institution. Unlike politi¬
cal socialization the orientations obtained from the other areas are
not limited to political realities. Cultural transmission Is synonymous
with my contention that Institutional arrangements undergird and trans¬
mit the value system of a particular society.
The following will be conceptualized under content! political
culture. Africanisms and value system. These concepts provide the sub¬
jective substance for the process of culture.
Political culture provides political orientations that are evalua¬
tive, affective, and cognitive. These orientations provide the social
cohesive In the political world as well as providing the content of
political socialization. Africanisms or African cultural survivals are
material and spiritual beliefs and actions of Africans outside of Africa
that are traceable to Africa. The concept of value system encapsulates
all orientations within a society and can be conceived of as a kind of
social paradigm In which political, ethnic and various other proenta-
tlons are cast.
The concepts of process and content, then. Interact In an ongoing
and dynamic fashion. By way of an examples political socialization as
process depends on political culture for Its content but the process of
political socialization Itself helps reshape political culture. Whether
the category of process and content Is dominant Is dependent on any
nimiber of variables within a particular historical period. Additionally,
within the dominant category, be It process or content, one particular
aspect of that category would emerge as more Important. It will be
19
shown In chapter five that content In the form of religion was Important
In determining social action or non-action among Afro-American slaves
during the period of 1790 till 1860.
CHAPTER II
AFRO-AMERICAN CONCEPTIONS OF CULTURE WITH PARTICULAR
ATTENTION TO HAROLD CRUSE
The purpose of this chapter Is to Illustrate the lack of unanimity
among Afro-American scholars as regards the political role of culture.
Pivotal In this consideration Is Harold Cruse's work.^ It will serve
as the framework In which to cast the thought of other Afro-American
scholars. In this chapter, I will also evaluate criticism of Cruse's
position by some Afro-American and white scholars. I will Indicate In
the last section of this chapter that the categories of process and
content, which summed up the previous section on political socializa¬
tion and cultural anthropology, are useful In understanding and evalua¬
ting Afro-American cultural thinking.
Robert Allen argues that Cruse makes five assertions In his work
2
that have political Implications as regards cultures (1) that there
Is a nationalist, Integratlonist duality In Afro-American Intellectual
Harold Cruse, The Crisis of the Negro Intellectual (New Yorks
William Morrow, 1967)| Harold Cruse, Rebellion or Revolution? (New
Yorks William Morrow, 1968)| Harold Cruse, "Black and Whites Outlines
of the Next Stage," Black World 20 No. 3 (January 1971)s 1t-40| Harold
Cruse, "Black and Whites Outlines of the Next Stage," Black World. 20
No. 5 (March 1971)s 25-43; Harold Cruse, "Harlem's Special Place In the
Theory of the Black City," Black World 20 No. 7 (May 1971)s 3-43.
2
Robert Allen, Black Awakening In Capitalist America (New Yorks
Doubleday, 1969)* pp. .lA5-iA8.
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and social life; (2) that ethnic groups are a more Important social
reality In America than social classes In the Marxian sense; (3) that
Intellectuals are crucial agents In helping bring about social change;^
(4) that within the present American context culture Is more Important
than politics or economics as regards social change;^ (5) that the
decentralization of the cultural apparatus Is essential to resolving
Afro->Amer1can political problems.^ Prior to evaluating these assertions
g
It should be noted that Allen Is one of Cruse's sharpest critics* He
has nonetheless managed to cogently list what I consider basic and Ines¬
capable Cruslan propositions. Inasmuch as the two men differ basically
on the philosophical level (Allen emphasizing a materialist approach and
Cruse a more cultural approach) the chances of Allen subtly mishandling
Cruse's work are minimal* The differences are too basic* Thus the above
conceptualization Is quite deary straightforward and Is supported by
Cruse's work*
The duality In Afro-American thought Is the first proposition*
Cruse asserts that Frederick Douglass Is the prototypical Integratlonist
leader and that certain of his contemporaries* Martin Delaney In partlcu-
lary are prototypes of the nationalist leader* From this conception Cruse






Robert Allen* Black Awakening In Capitalist America* pp* 145-150*
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asserts that there Is almost a direct line from Douglass to the National
Association for the Advancement of Colored People (N.A.A.C.P.) and the
modern civil rights movementy both of which are Integratlonist* As
regards the nationalist strain of thought Cruse makes a similar parallel
tracing nationalist thought and action from Delaney to Garvey and con-
9
temporary nationalist. The nationalist strain of thought Is the oney
Cruse arguesy that can potentially result In Increased power for Afro-
Americans relative to the state apparatus. Cruse wrltesi
Racial Integration that evades a confrontation of nationali¬
ties confronts nothing at all because It deals with neither black
nationalIsmy white Anglo-Saxon nationalIsmy nor Jewish national¬
ism and their various Inqpl Icatlons.^^
Clearly Cruse feels that racial Integration!st thought obscures any
analysis of the American social fabric and that nationalist thought
would maximize the chances of a clear analyzatlon of the American social
fabric. More specifleallyy howevery Cruse asserts that cultural national¬
ism would be the most functional position for Afro-American scholars to
take. Cruse againi
The path to more knowledge for the Negro Intellectual Is
through cultural nationalIsm—an Ideology that has made the
Jewish Intellectual Into a social force to be reckoned with
In America.!^
So Cruse sees cultural nationalism as a way In which the "Negro Intellect¬
ual" can enhance his "social force."
The second proposition of Cruse's thought Is his assertion that
ethnic groupsy not classes In the Marxian sensey (I.e.y people belonging
Q




to certain social classes based primarily on their relationship to the
means of production) compose the dominant social fabric In America. In
discussing the social fabric of America as regards the great American
affirmation of Individuality Cruse writest
On the face of Ity this dilemma rests on the fact that
Amerlcat which Idolizes the rights of Individuals above
everything else* Is In reality, a nation dominated by the
social power of groups, classes. In groups and cliques-—
both ethnic and religious.
Now this quote Is especially Interesting because of Its doubled edged
condemnation of classic liberalism (the American Idolization of the
Individual) and classic Marxism (social classes based more on In groups
and ethnic groups than on one's objective relationship to the means of
production). Cruse undermines these classic Ideologies by arguing that
ethnicity transcends both objective conditions and the Individual In a
social political sense. My concern here Is with Cruse's critique of
Marxism because said critique overlaps my concern with the cultural
thinking of revolutionary nationalist} a concern that will be treated In
the next chapter.
The third proposition Is Cruse's assertion as regards the role of
Intellectuals In effecting social change. He sees them as crucial agents
In helping bring about social change. Cruse relies heavily on the think¬
ing of C. Wright Mills for his assertions as regards the role of the
Intellectual In social change. This quote from Mills Is lllustrativet
It Is with this problem of agency In mind that X have been
studying, for several years now, the cultural apparatus, the
^^Ibld., pp. 7-8.
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Intel 1ectua1s~-as a possible. Innmedlate radical agency for
change.^ 3
From this conception Cruse argues that Intellectuals are crucial agents
In helping effect social change. There are two reasons for the Intel¬
lectuals' Importances (1) their position In society Is almost a-racial
In that their occupation allows a kind of aloofness that Is necessary to
see and understand the American social fabric) (2) the Intellectual voca¬
tion strategically places the Intellectual within the cultural apparatus.
14
These two points demand further clarification.
In claiming that the "unreal Integratlonist world" of the Intel¬
lectual can provide Insight Into the workings of the American social
fabric, Cruse asserts that "Negro Intellectuals" cannot afford to deny
their roots. In doing so, Cruse argues, they become so many mindless
mediocre scholars, mouthing old slogans. Cruse writes as regards "Negro
Intellectuals" who have abdicated their rootst
Having given up their strict claim to an ethnic Identity
In politics, economics and culture, they haven't a leg to stand
on. They can make no legitimate claims for their group's In¬
tegrity In cultural affairs. They take the Illusion of the
Integrated world of the creative Intellectual as the social
reality.^5
Thus the Afro-American Intellectual Is charged with the responsibility of
working out of his or her cultural reality, being forever mindful that
their Interracial status as Intellectuals Is not consistent with American
13
Cruse, The Crisis of the Negro Intellectual, p. 462. For an
exhaustive statement on the question see "The New Left," In Power
Politics! The Collected Essays of C. Wright Mills, ed. Irving L.
Horowitz (New Yorkt Ballentine Books, 19o3)t pp, 247-259«
14
Cruse, The Crisis of the Negro Intellectual, pp. 8-10.
^^Ibld., p. 462.
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realities on the mass level.
Intellectuals, because of their function In society (I.e., to pass
on the values, beliefs, skills, etc., of the existing order) have greater
access to the various aspects of the cultural apparatus. Thus the Intel¬
lectuals' privileged position In society as Vfell as their strategic
place In the cultural apparatus makes the Intellectual a possible agent
for historical change.
The fourth proposition Is that within the current American context,
culture Is more crucial In effecting social change than are politics and
economics. Quoting from a study on the performing arts In America,
Cruse emphasizes the following!
... Indeed, there have been thoughtful people among us who
believe that the ultimate test of democracy lies In the
quality of the artistic and Intellectual life It creates and
supports.
It has, however, taken a long time for this view to receive
currency. In the eighteenth century, as Eric Larabee has
noted, 'the question that precoccupled thoughtful people was
the achieving of political democracy—and In the main we
answered It. In the nineteenth c^tury, the question was one
of achieving economic democracy—and we answered that too, at
least In theory and potentiality. In the twentieth century,
the main challenge to the United States Is the achieving of
cultural democracy—that still remains very far Indeed from
being answered.'^^
It Is partially this lack of "cultural democracy" that makes culture such
an Important arena as regards social change. More specifically, Cruse
argues that the fundamental problem of Afro-Americans Is a cultural one.
The following quote Is Illustrative!
In the United States, the Afro-American can never domi¬




an ownership class* all that he has to offer In economics are
labor and purchasing power ... In politics* his lack of
economic controlling power renders his political bargaining
power effective only during presidential elections when his
vote Is sought after numerically . • • Progress for the Afro-
American* then* demands the strongest kind of racial unity
and cooperative endeavor. But racial unity cannot be had In
the face of extreme racial and cultural diffidence toward our
heritage. . . It Is for this reason that I believe our problem
Is fundamentally a cultural one.17
This quote Indicates Cruse's belief that within the current American
epoch politics and economics must take a back seat to culture.
The fifth proposition of Cruse Is the call for the decentraliza¬
tion of the cultural apparatus. Cruse argues for a kind of cultural
democracy where each ethnic group would have access to the media. This
decentralization would allow the Afro-American creative Intellectual to
project his or her conception of reality. Apparently* and this Is not
too clear from Cruse* access to the media by radical cultural nationalist
would allow various Images to be projected to the Afro-American conw>
munity. Put another way* decentralization of the cultural apparatus
would mean that parts of It would be under the control of radical Afro-
Americans. Presunably these radicals would atten^t to affectively
resoclallze the Afro-American community* thus maximizing the chances of
racial unity. Racial unity Is paramount under Cruse's pluralistic con¬
ception of America.
Cruse asserts that because of the pluralistic nature of America*
race solidarity would at least be congruent with the way American society
functions. Thus* as the Jewish people maintain a level of political
^^Harold Cruse* Rebellion or Revolution? (New York* William
Morrow* 1968)* pp. 66-67.
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and economic unity, as do Anglo-Saxons, Italians, Irish, Catholics, etc.,
so must Afro-Americans If they are to amass any political power.
Let us now sum up our Cruslan framework. Black social thought and
activity can be conceptualized as Integratlonist or nationalist. But
It Is only nationalism that holds answers to questions of race unity
and progress. This assertion Is undergirded by the fact that the Ameri¬
can social fabric Is composed of competing ethnic groups. As regards
change It Is only the Intellectual that Is free enough, psychologically,
to see and analyze the social fabric of America. Once analyzed. It
becomes clear that the cultural apparatus Is the most crucial link In
the capitalist chain. The cultural apparatus should be democratized
by decentralization, thus allowing the black creative Intellectual the
opportunity to project his or her conception of reality. This project¬
ion Is to enhance race solidarity, a necessary Ingredient for group and
Individual advancement In a pluralistic society.
18
To be sure, Cruse's assertions have not gone unchallenged. Many
of Cruse's critics are Ideologically on the left (I.e., they es|X>use some
variant of Marxist thought). Three of his critics are of Interest to
me because each represents a specific brand of leftist thought, each of
which I will elaborate on a bit later. The criticisms of Robert Allen,
Jullen Mayfield, "Crisis or Crusade." Negro Digest (June 1968)|
Robert Chrlsman, "The Crisis of Harold Cruse." Black Scholar 1 No. 1
(November 1969)| Robert Chrlsman, "The Contradictions of Harold Crusei
Or Cruse's Blues Takes Two." Black World 10 No. 7 (May 1971)* 90-98|
Robert Allen, Black Awakening In Capitalist America (New Yorkt Double¬
day, 1969) and Ernest Kaiser, "The Crisis of the Negro Intellectual."
Freedomv/avs 8 No. 1 (Winter 1969), are some of Cruse's critics.
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Robert Chrlsman, Ernest Kaiser will be evaluated here.
Robert Chrisman's criticism is continuous with the "revolutionary
nationalist" perspective which acknowledges the Importance of culture
but de-emphasizes It In the Interest of political and economic cate-
20
gorles which determine class struggle. Robert Allen moves from a
framework similar to Chrlsman as regards his criticism of Cruse. He
too believes politics and economics to be pivotal In determining cul-
21
ture. Thus the two have similar criticisms of Cruset the details of
which will be Indicated shortly.
Ernest Kaiser also advances leftist oriented criticisms of Cruse.
His criticisms are of particular Interest because they reveal an old
communist wounded by criticisms of his organization. So Kaiser's cri¬
ticisms give us a view of the Communist Party In America during a
particular epoch (the thirties through the fifties)» and Indeed the
whole question of "Marxism and the Negro" from quite another perspect-
22
1V©*
Chrisman's main criticism of Cruse Is on two groundsi his con¬
ception of culture and his analysis of capitalism. Chrlsman argues
19
See references In footnote 18 of this work.
20
This position undergirds Chrisman's thought. See especially
Robert Chrisman's "The Contradictions of Harold Cruses Or Cruse's Blues
Take Two." Black World 10 No. 7 (May 1971)t 90-98.
21
See Allen's Black Awakening In Capitalist America, pp. 145-150.
^^Ka1ser» "The Crisis of the Negro Intel 1actual»" p. 78.
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that Cruse's conception of culture Is purely aesthetics
Most often, Cruse appears to use culture In the aesthetic
sense of the word to Indicate the literary, dramatic, musical
and philosophical values* •
Chrlsman argues that such a culture would have to be supported by a
"Black Bourgeois." It Is this assertion which Is the focus of Chrlsman's
argument as regards Cruse's Inadequate analysis of capitalism. Inter¬
estingly, however, Chrlsman falls to critically treat Cruse's tripodic
conceptualization of politics, economics and culture and their Inter¬
relatedness. Chrlsman's failure to do this lessens the legitimacy of
his argument as regards Cruse's conception of culture being purely
aesthetic. Implicitly Chrlsman argues that Cruse's conception of cul¬
ture lacks Institutional expression. Ironically, however. It Is Cruse
who directly advocates the decentralization and democrat1catIon of the
cultural apparatus, which Is an Institutional expression of culture*
Undoubtedly Cruse does not cogently state In The Crisis of the Negro
Intellectual just what he means by culture and this Is a definite
shortcoming which makes understanding what he Is writing about difficult.
Chrlsman's argunnent, however, that Cruse's conception of culture Is
purely aesthetic Is not correct because It falls to evaluate Cruse's
assertion as regards politics, economics and culture.
Robert Allen takes Cruse to task because he emphasizes culture as
opposed to politics and economics. Allen writest
Unlike some cultural nationalists, Cruse claims that he
does not assign culture a higher priority than politics or
23Chrlsman, "The Crisis of Harold Cruse," 78
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economics ... * His primary concern, however, Is culture
and It Is this that opens the way to defeat for his program
of revolution.
Quite to the contrary of the above quote Cruse does assign culture a
higher priority than politics or economics in the present American
25
epoch. Thus while Allen understands Cruse's argument as regards the
centrality of culture he does not understand that Cruse assigns politics
and economics a lower priority than culture in the present American con¬
text.
Allen's fundamental disagreement with Cruse is In terms of the
latter's position on the centrality of culture as regards social change.
Allen believes politics and economics to be the determiners of culture.
It will be shown in the next chapter that positions which argue in an
absolute sense that politics and economics determine culture are in¬
adequate because they do not acknowledge and treat the relationship
between process and content. Allen's critique is not valid because it
treats parts of Cruse's framework in isolation of the whole. Thus
Allen's critique focuses myopically on one or two propositions without
evaluating their interrelatedness.
Ernest Kaiser is more concerned with isolating minute incongrui¬
ties than he is in an overall critique of Cruse's work. After casting
doubt on Cruse's intellectual and critical abilities, Kaiser caustically
24
Allen, Black Awakening in Capitalist America, p* 145.
^^Cruse, Rebellion or Revolution?, pp. 66-67«
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concludes:
Cruse Is merely looking for whatever he thinks will docu~
ment his preconceived thesis* To paraphrase a line from
Alexander Pope's Essay on Criticism* a little education can
be a dangerous thing,
That having been said Kaiser moves Into a recitation of what he labels
"Inchoatey half-thought out Ideasy couched In uncleary tag-phrasedy
meaningless rhetoric or gobbledegook*" Kaiser then provides us with
some examples:
"different means Indicate different ends,"
"the Negro's own dynamic dialectic,"
"cultural Imperatives * * * social Imperatives,"
"Inner social dynamic,"27
These quotes are of course nakedy being Isolated as they are from the
essays of which they are a part, Kaiser concludes that
Cruse's problem Is an old one. After breaking Ideologically
with the Left and Marxismy he searches desperately for an
Ideological alternative or critique of Marx1sm*28
Aside from the Implicit arrogance of Kaiser's proposition (1*e.y after
Marx there Is nothing left as a radical Ideology for change)y It falls
as does all his criticismy to completely treat the body of Ideas In The
Crisis of the Negro Intellectual,
Summary
The categories of process and content are adequate In terms of
understanding Afro-American cultural views herein treated. The process
oriented views are espoused by the leftist Kaisery Chrlsman and Allen,




Of concern here are Chrisman and Allen In that they are two chief Afro-
American leftists and critics of Cruse. The views of Chrlsman and Allen
emphasize doing (I.e.f process) without acknowledging any relationship
between doing and content. Let me expound.
The process argument asserts that politics and economics deter¬
mine cultural content. Thus, evaluative and cognitive orientations are
dismissed. It should be noted that said orientations provide the basis
for political culture. The following definition of political culture
Illustrates the relationship between political orientations and poli¬
tical actions. Political culture Is
The pattern of distribution of orientations that a political
community have toward politics. This patterned collectivity
of orientations Influences the structure, operation and
stability of political life.29
For the purposes of demonstrating that the process oriented argument
does not acknowledge a relationship between content and process the
relevant aspect of the above definition Is the crucial role that the
"patterned collectivity of orientations" plays In determining the poli¬
tical structure of a society. The failure of the process oriented Indi¬
viduals to evaluate the effect that the patterned collectivity of orien¬
tations has on political and economic life makes the cultural thinking
of this group Inadequate due to Its Incomplete treatment of cultural
content.
Cruse's argument Is that the content of culture should play a
crucial role In shaping political and economic consciousness. Its
29
Dawson and Prewitt, Political Socialization, p. 27.
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ability to play this role Is dependent on the "Negro Intellectual's"
affirmation of his or her cultural roots and the democratization of the
cultural apparatus. The "Negro Intellectual's" affirmation of his cul¬
tural roots would militate against IntegrationIsm, a political approach
that would destroy the uniqueness of Afro-American culture. The demo¬
cratization of the cultural apparatus would allow the "Negro Intellec¬
tual" access to the cultural apparatus and thus the process of culture*
that Is* Its Institutional means of expression and distribution would
be available to the "Negro Intellectual."
Importantly* the process of culture Is the material basis (Ke.*
the cultural apparatus) for the creation and regeneration of culture
Itself. In this regard Cruse wrltesi
... the only aspect of culture that Blacks can lay claim
to* solefully embrace as our own . *; • Is our spiritual
culture.30
Later In the same article Cruse asks the proper question as regards the
Interplay between process and contents
What manner of dialectical Interplay should take place between
Black spiritual culture and the process of material culture
production which the blacks do not own or command? And what
should be the outcome of this dialectical process as regards
black advance and group so11dar1ty?31
These are absolutely crucial questions In that they address the rela¬
tionship between the process and content of culture as well as the desired
outcome of that relationship In terms of the Afro-American struggle for
a better life. Cruse provides no clear answer. We are left to Infer
Harold Cruse* "Black and Whites Outlines for the Next Stage*"
Black World 10, No. 3 (January 1971)* 36.
^^Ibld., p* 38.
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based on the five assertions that were herein treated. The crucial
point here though Is that Cruse does acknowledge and raise questions
about the process and content of culture In Its political ramifications.
In summary then, I will assert that cultural views which argue a
"dialectical Interplay" between the process and content of culture are
more complete than views that concentrate on the process of culture by
focusing on politics and economics as determiners of culture. Another
aspect of the process content, dichotomy will be evaluated In the next
chapter. That aspect Is the controversy between cultural and revolu¬
tionary nationalists.
CHAPTER III
REVOLUTIONARY NATIONALIST AND CULTURAL NATIONALISTS
CULTURAL DEBATE IN THE LATE SIXTIES
In this chapter I will survey the cultural debate of the late six¬
ties between revolutionary and cultural nationalists by focusing on the
arguments and activities of Ron Karenga's cultural nationalist US Organi¬
zation and Huey Newton's revolutionary nationalist Black Panther Party*^
While the debate centered on varying arguments as to what the political
role of culture should be In the Afro-American political struggle) I will
Illustrate that the fundamental basis of the controversy lay not so much
In varying views concerning culture's political role as It did In varying
conceptions of the American socio-economic and political fabric. These
differences provided the basis for each group's argiments regarding the
political role of culture. Thus It will be Illustrated that the cultural
These references provide an adequate framework for understanding
the cultural views of revolutionary nationalists as exemplified In the
writings of the Black Pantherst George Murray* "For A Revolutionary
Culture)" The Black Panther. 2 No. 5 (September 7* 1968)i 8-12| Boston
Fred Nolan* "Black Cultural Nationalism*" The Black Panther 2 No. 18
(December 21* 1968)t 12-21| Huey Newton* To Die For The People (New Yorki
Random House* 1972). The following references provide an adequate basis
for understanding the cultural views of cultural nationalists as exeiqpll-
fled by the US Organization! Ron Karenga* The Quotable Karenaa (Los
Angeles* 1967)l Ron Karenga* "Overturning Ourselvest From Mystification
to Meaningful Struggle*" The Black Scholar 4 No. 2 (October 1972)i 6-l4|
Ron Karenga* "A Strategy for Struggle*" The Black Scholar. 4 No. 2 (Novem¬
ber 1973)* 8-21. These last two references are* to some extent* revisions
of Karenga's earlier thought. They do* nevertheless* present the basis
of his earlier thought.
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views of revolutionary nationalists ignore the interplay of cultural
institutions and cultural values* Conversely, I will illustrate that
the cultural views of cultural nationalists treat the interplay of cul¬
tural values and institutions* The ideological consequence of such
differences is to make the former integrationist and the latter non-
integrationist*
Revolutionary and Cultural Nationalists*
Agreements and Disagreements
On the broadest level the fundamental agreement between revolu¬
tionary and cultural nationalists is that Afro-Americans have been sys¬
tematically exploited and oppressed as a distinct race of people* Thus,
in a general fashion, the two groups see Afro-Americans as composing a
2
nation within a nation* After this agreement the two groups move in
separate directions based on varying views as to how the problem of
Afro-American exploitation and oppression is to be more precisely con¬
ceptualized and solved* To look, in turn, at the positions of the Black
Panther Party and the US Organization regarding questions of conceptuali¬
zation and the political role of culture will be instructive*
The Panthers' initial (and here I use the term "initial" inasmuch
as the Panthers have significantly changed their conception of America
since they began as an organization}*^ conception of America featured
2
See previous references as indicators of this phenomenon*
3
The following references are indicative of the Panthers' change
in ideology! "Tame Panthers? Bobby Seale's Oakland Mayoral Campaign"
in Time Magazine. December 15» 1975, pp* 13-l^J "Shift In The Middle}
Chairman Bobby Seale Changes Black Panther Image," interview edited by
B. J* Mason in Ebonv Magazine* August, I973t pp* 28-80*
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th« espousal of two Marxist oriented principles! (1) a planned socialist
economy which necessitates the destruction of capitalism and (2) the
utilization of class analysis as a means of understanding the American
socio-economic and political fabric. Tied to the Panthers' notion of
class analysis were the notions of class struggle and self-defense.
These argisnents will be treated directly.
Writing about the relationship of the Peace Movement (Newton's
reference Is to a period of approximately five years* 1967 till 1972)
and the "revolution"* Huey Newton writest
At one time I thought that only Blacks were colonized. But
X think we have to change our rhetoric to an extent because
the whole American people have been colonized* If you view
colonization as an effect*
This Is why the Peace Movement Is so Important. If the
Peace Movement falls* then the revolution In the mother country
falls. In other words* the people will be pushed so uptight
once war were to stop that the whole economy would go down the
drain. Only a planned economy could combat the chaos that the
absence of Incentive would cause.^
The legitimacy of Newton's analysis aside* It Is clear that he advocated
a planned economy* a fundamental feature of a socialist society.
The Panthers also advocated class struggle In which "our freedom
and dignity Is necessarily tied to the freedom and dignity of the
oppressed masses of the world."^ To be sure* however* the Panthers did
not clearly express what they meant by class In a Marxian sense. In
1969 Newton argued for coalitions with progressive whites and later In
the same year labelled as ridiculous assertions that white workers and
Afro-Americans had any basis for coalition and political struggle.^
4




Importantlyf In disclaiming white workers as progressive whitest Newton
did not Indicate what might make other segments of the white convnunlty
progressive. The source of Incongruence here Is the fact that Newton's
partially adopted Marxist framework argues that workers are the revo¬
lutionary agents for social change due to their relationship to the means
of production and Newton's argument Is Just the opposite. The question
Is why the difference and what makes some whites progressive and others
not. Newton does not explicitly answer this question.
Another key question that emerges at this point concerns the effect
that the Panthers' modified class analysis framework. In alt Its an^lgulty,
had on the cultural propositions that they put forth. The primary argu¬
ment of the Panthers In this regard Is that culture takes a backseat to
political and economic realities. In criticizing cultural nationalism
Linda Harrison writest
Cultural Nationalism manifests Itself In many ways, but all of
these manifestations are essentially grounded In one fact} a
universal denial and Ignoring of the present political, social,
and economic relations and a concentration on the past as a frame
of reference.7
In Harrison's assertions we can see that politics and economics play a
dominant role In determining a people's culture. Another reference to
Harrison will Illustrate the point further!
Solidarity with the revolutionary people all over the world
has brought about a common culture of people who know nothing
of each other except that they suffer under similar systems
of exploitation.°
Harrison feels that political and economic lines (classes) are deter-
^Llnda Harrison, "On Cultural Nationalism," In The Black Panthers




miners of a people's culture. To be suret the Panthers' socialist
revolution and cultural conceptions were not new. Albert Murray writest
During the depression of the nineteen thirties* the cultural
emphasis generated by the New Negro Movement gave way to a
direct and very urgent concern with abstract theory and general
politicalization of all Issues. In consequence* (In part at least)
the black consciousness as such seems to have been de-enq;>has1zed
In the Interests of class struggle dialectics* and black culture
was redefined In accordance with the Integration oriented poli¬
cies of friendly but patronizing white liberals* left wing Intel¬
lectuals. . . . Blackness as a cultural Identity was all but re¬
placed by blackness as an economic and political Identity.^
Like the Intellectuals described above* "class analysis" was the
cornerstone of the Panthers' critical social thinking. This reality
determined their thinking on the cultural question. It will be shown
that the cultural thinking of this group tended to be process oriented
In that they only treated cultural Institutions. The present task*
however* Is to present the cultural nationalist perspective with special
attention to the Panthers' thinking on cultural questions.
"The revolution being fought now Is a revolution to win the minds
of our people.Karenga's assertion more or less typifies the cul¬
tural nationalist view. What Karenga calls for Is a kind of psycho¬
logical liberation. He* like Cruse* asserts that America Is a pluralist
society* separate and unequal as regards power. The following will fur¬
ther clarify* In a broad fashion* what some of cultural nationalism's
goals weret
The overall goal of cultural national Ism—to bring about a cul¬
tural revolution In Western society through music* literature*
Q
Albert Murray, The Qnnl-Amerleans (New York* Outerbridge and
Osenfry* 1970)* p. 171 •
^^Ron Karenga* The Quotable Karenaa (Los Angelest US Organiza¬
tion* 1967)* p. 16.
theater and so on—la primarily bated on the view that Western
society Is Intellectuallyt spiritually and morally bafdtrupt*
By further developing their culture blacks wilt come to possets
the social strength to effect change In the Institutions of
America* They will have a program or theoretical framework^
which Is essential for the building of stable political and
economic Institutions. • • •
Although not denying the need for fundamental change In the
economic and political structuret cultural nationalists tend to
see this as secondary to the development of culture*^^
On the whole this assessment Is accuratst though It must be emphasized
that some cultural nationalIstst most notably Karenga and Cruse* give
considerable attention to questions of ownership of cultural Insti¬
tutions! particularly publishing houses* theaters* and especially mass
media Institutions*
Unlike the Panthers* US and other cultural nationalists do not
advocate class analysis as the only or primary means for understanding
the American socio-economic and political fabric* As Indicated earlier*
America Is viewed as a pluralist society* thus Afro-Americans occupy
Just another niche In the American socio-economic fabric* The revolu¬
tionary nationalist conceptualize America as a conglomeration of dif¬
ferent classes based on different relations to the means of production*
Consequently* they advocate class struggle as the cure for Afro-
American oppression and exploitation* The cultural nationalist concepti^-
allze America as a pluralist society In which sociopolitical and eco
nomlc relations are based primarily on religious and/or racial similari¬
ties and differences* Thus this group advocates a "cultural revolution"
which* If successful* would result In Increased race solidarity* a
^'willIsm B* Helmerlch* The Black Crusade (New Yorkt
Row* 1972), p* 27.
Harper and
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necessary ingredient for power in a pluralist society.
Impact on Cultural Views
What then is the consequence of these differences as regards the
cultural thinking of these two groups? It will be illustrated that the
class analysis position impacts on the cultural views of revolutionary
nationalists in such a way as to make their cultural thinking integra-
tionist. This integrationist tendency is predicated on the fact that
this group does not treat the interaction between cultural values and
cultural institutions. Conversely* I will illustrate that the cultural
nationalist's pluralist conception of America impacts on their cultural
thinking in such a way as to make it necessary for the explication of
the interplay between cultural values and cultural institutions. It is
my contention that the treatment of the interplay between cultural values
and institutions makes the cultural thinking of this group non-integra-
tionist.
Under the class analysis position* culture is determined by poli¬
tics and economics. It is assuned that objective conditions* economics
in particular* will mechanically shape the mass consciousness in a way
that will form some type of common culture based on the aforementioned
objective conditions. The content of cultural values* is ignored.
Indeed* culture* in many ways* is an unwanted by-product of political
and economic struggle. The failure of the revolutionary nationalist to
critically treat the cultural content that any people have simply as a
result of existing over a period of time makes their cultural views
incomplete. The crucial shortcoming in such a conceptualization is that
the role of cultural content in terms of opening and closing certain
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<^t1ont for political struggla la completely Ignored* Because the cog¬
nitive and evaluative orientations of Afro-Americans are Ignored by the
rewlutlonary nationalIsts* their political and economic programs may be
quite Incongruous with the many faceted Afro-American experience* Indeedt
said programs^ Inasmuch as they do not treat cultural content In any
critical fashion, run the risk of being o-hlstorlcal* Additionally,
not knowing what the cognitive and evaluative orientations are (and here
X mean In a broad sense) argues against changing said orientations*
In summary, I argue that this aspect of the class analysis position
precludes viewing cultural cwitent as a partial determiner of the form
and direction that political struggle takes* Cultural content Is viewed,
as Indicated above, as a by-product of political and economic struggle*
Tied to the class analysis position Is the d^HmiphasIs of the
Importance of racial similarities and differences* What determines the
various relations within the American society Is one belonging to one
class or another—classes based on differing relationships to the means
of proi&ictlon* Tints,
because they (the Panthers) see the problems of blacks stream¬
ing from class differences, the Panthers, unlike culturallsts,
accept coalitions under certain condltlons*^^
The very clear result of such coalescing can be seen from material
already quoted here* Specifically, Linda Harrison asserts that a common
culture has developed among expressed people* Ethnic similarities and
differences are unimportant In Harrison's conceptualization* The only




oppression. Thus* blackness as a cultural Identity Is all but replaced
by blackness as an economic and political Identity. It follows then
that people that suffer similar forms of oppression would have a similar
culture. In conclusion, then, the revolutionary nationalist's unswer¬
ving devotion to class analysis as the primary means of understanding the
American socio-economic and political fabric results In cultural think¬
ing that Is Integration1st. Again, the class analysis position pre¬
cludes the treatment of the Interaction between cultural values and
Institutions, necessitating a narrow treatment of supposed objective
conditions of similar oppression. This undergirds their Integratlonist
oriented cultural thinking.
The cultural nationalist pluralist conception of the American
socio-economic and political fabric results In cultural views that are
non-integratlonist In orientation. The pluralist conception also makes
necessary the critical treatment of the Interplay between cultural values
and cultural Institutions. Before more fully discussing the Implica¬
tions that this pluralist conception has on the cultural nationalist
arguments regarding the political role of culture, a brief discussion
of pluralist theory Is necessary. Said discussion will undoubtedly move
us closer to understanding the validity of my assertion regarding the
cultural views of cultural nationalists.
The basic axiom of American pluralist theory Is that competing
multiple centers of power, none of which are totally sovereign, provides
the optimal situation for the peaceful resolution of conflict, the taming
13
of power and the securing of the governed's consent. It Is asserted
1 ?■'Robert Dahl, Pluralist Democracy In the United States (Chicagot
Rand, McNally, 1967), p. 24.
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that the Institutionalization of pluralist theory develops Individual
capacities* protects Individual rights and Identifies Important social
problems while promoting a politics of Incremental change which maintains
14
a long-term stability based on consent.
Contenqsorary pluralist theory tends towards two categories! the
first views the government as an arena where major conflicts are debated
and resolved) the second sees major associations* especially organized
labor and big business* Involved In a balancing process which operates
outside the government. IMder this conception the government acts more
as an umpire than as participant* setting rules for conflict resolution
and making sure that no one Interest dominates.
The primary criticism of both pluralist theories Is that neither
comes to grips with the fact that all competing factions do not have
equal access to the structures of governmental power. This reality* the
critics argue* Illustrates a gap between pluralist theory and pluralist
political practice. Pluralism's critics also assert that certain societal
values preclude the raising of questions outside the boundaries of said
values. This condition Is said to set the political agenda* determining*
albeit In a broad fashion* what questions are to be raised.Despite
14
William E. Connolly* "The Challenge To Pluralist Democracy*" In
The Bias of Pluralism, ed. William E. Connolly (New Yorki Artheon
Press* 1969)* p.
^^Ibld., pp. S-12.
^^For a discussion of the limitations that Ideology places on
Institutional expressions of pluralism see the followings Herbert
Marcuse* One Dimensional Mans Studies In The Ideology of Advanced In¬
dustrial Society (Bostons Beacon Press. 1964^t C. Wright Mills. The
Power Elite (N«i# Yorks Oxford University Press* 1964).
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these crltlclsmsf It Is generally held that some level of competition
exists! be It In Imnaculately appointed corporate offices where organ¬
ized labor sits down with big business or In the proverbial smoke-filled
backrooms of American politics.
The above provides us with an adequate basis for understanding the
fundamental aspects of American pluralist theory as well as criticism
of the same. Let us return, at this point, to our discussion regarding
the Impact that the cultural nationalist's pluralistic conception has
on this group's cultural thinking.
Moving from a pluralist conception It becomes necessary for each
group to compete with other groups for an ever shriveling piece of the
American pie. This means that each group must depend on Itself for
resources, material and otherwise* When resources cannot be created
Internally, that Is from the coffers of that particular group, then
said group must have power to barter and bargain with other segments of
society for that which It needs* What are the particular consequences
of this as regards the cultural question?
Because of a pluralistic conception of society demands that each
group be as self-sufficient as possible, either able to produce for It¬
self, or In the case of America where the ownership of the means of
production Is concentrated In the hands of a few, able to amass power on
other fronts to get what It needs. The cultural views eminating from
this conception emphasizes both Institutions and values} or put on a
broader level, an objective reality and a subjective reality. Baraka,
then a cultural nationalist, writes*
The very failure of the civil rights and black power organiza¬
tions (collecting membership on strictly socio-political grounds)
k6
to draw more membership Is due to the fact that these organ1za>
tions make very little reference to the totality of Black cul¬
ture. The reason Mr. Muhammad's Nation of Islam has had so
much success gathering membership from the grass roots Is that
Mr. Muhammad offers a program that reflects a totality of Black
consciousness. Islam Is a form of spirit worship (moral guide)
as well as a socio-economic and political system.^'
To be suret the Nation of Islam by no means represents a complete alter¬
native to the existing socio-economic and political fabric of America.
It doeSf however) represent a more complete alternative than an organi¬
zation that merely addresses political problems. In Its own fashion*
the Nation of Islam posited an ontology and epistemology. Importantly*
this ontology and epistemology was Institutionalized In various wayst
a newspaper* fish stores* cleaners* grocery stores and most Importantly*
as regards socialization* schools.
The question of Institutions Is addressed by other cultural na¬
tionalists too. Karenga's US attempted to establish Itself* by Its own
assessment* as an alternative to other organizations* beliefs and Insti¬
tutions. Cruse has also addressed the question of Institutions* par¬
ticularly what he calls the "cultural apparatus." Institutions are seen
as the concrete operationalization of values. It Is this fact that
underlies my assertion that the Interplay of cultural values and Insti¬
tutions Is treated.
The cultural nationalist's pluralist conception argues against
Integration. In fact* Integration would be In contradiction to the
pluralist model* Ignoring the cliquish nature of America. Consequently*
Instead of merely emphasizing politics and economics as cornerstones of




Afro>Ainer1can culture* a position which would* as already Indicated In
regards to revolutionary nationalists* Inevitably end up In Integration*
they emphasize a more complete experience.
During the late sixties* then* the primary source of the contro¬
versy between revolutionary and cultural nationalists was based on
differing conceptions of America. These different conceptions made It
necessary that different prescriptions for action be advanced* the
revolutionary nationalists advocating class struggle based on their ad¬
herence to a class analysis of America; and the cultural nationalists
advocating a cultural revolution based on their pluralist conception of
America. So It was not so much a controversy eminating from differing
cultural views as It was a fundamental disagreement as regards differing
conceptions of the American socio-economic and political fabric.
CHAPTER IV
CULTURE! PROVIDING THE BASIS FOR MY DEFINITION
Thus far In this discussion I have emphasized two aspects of
culturet process and content. Process has been used to Indicate cul¬
tural views that treat Institutional arrangements (I.e., objective con¬
ditions) without treating any Interplay between cultural values and
Institutions. The other aspect, content, has been used to describe
cultural views that attempt to treat the Interplay between cultural
values and Institutions. Therefore, the purpose of this chapter Is
threefold! (1) to cast the cultural concepts In the areas of political
socialization, cultural anthropology and recent controversies among Afro-
American activists under the categories of either process or content)
(2) to Illustrate that my definition of culture as being a value system
undergirded by Institutional arrangements Is consistent with the process,
content dichotomy) and (3) to more fully treat aspects of Ron Karenga's
cultural writings due to Its fundamental Impact on the cultural defi¬
nition herein employed as well as said writings usefulness In terms of
cultural analysis. Of particular Interest In this regard will be
Karenga's seven aspects of culture.
By critically treating the cultural concepts and propositions In
the three above areas the following may be accurately placed under the
process category! political culture from our consideration of political
kQ
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socialization literature. Africanisms—a concept popularized If not
coined by the cultural anthropologist, Melville Herskovlts—and values
from Afro-American cultural considerations. Each of these concepts. In
the absence of their Institutional expressions, has a reality that Is
not easily quantifiable. Nevertheless, these concepts serve as the basis
or soil from which cultural process takes root, matures and grows.
Viewing the same three areas of activity (political socialization,
cultural anthropology and recent controversies among Afro-American
activists regarding culture's political role) It Is a people's way of
life and Institutions that conpose the process of culture. In this
regard the process of political socialization would Include at least the
following Institutions! the school, the church, the media and the family.
The cultural anthropologist might well add a myriad of Institutions
to this listing, the peer group, etc. The dominant relationships be¬
tween cultural process and content Is that process exists to primarily
transmit and recreate cultural content. Importantly, we listed transmit
first In that this action occurs Initially} that Is, the objective process
draws on the subjective aspect, redefining It..
How Is this to be brought to bear In terms of the cultural defini¬
tion being used here? I will begin to address the question by restating
the definition! culture Is a value system supplemented by Institutional
arrangements. This definition treats the process, content dichotomy
under which we have been laboring. Specifically, the "values system"
represents cultural content while cultural process Is denoted by the
concept "Institutional arrangements". Importantly, cultural content and
process Interact In a dialectical manner, the latter drawing from and
Influencing the former, while the former, cultural content. Initially
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provides the Inner workings and framework for cultural process.
At this point other aspects of Ron Karenga's cultural writings
will be treated. As Indicated earlier, the Impact of his cultural
writings are so basic and fundamental to the cultural definition herein
used that It demands further attention. Of specific Interest here Is
Karenga's cultural categories which allow a people's activity to be more
fully analyzed on seven distinct, though dependent levels. The Importance
of this codification Is that It allows one to view and categorize nuances
arising from a people's history, that substratum of commonly held, but
many times poorly articulated set of experiences. Karenga's cultural
categories will allow me to critically treat my Initial proposition-^
that political mobilization Is related to cultural antecedents—by Its
codification of historical experiences and the Interaction between the
same. The categories follows
1. Mythology (Religion)—A body of knowledge which deals with
the origin of things which gives the chosen people concept.
2. History-A continuation of mythology In more human terms—
a record of events. Images and Issues that reinforce a
good self-concept.
3. Social Organization—A means of socializing through the
teaching of roles and concomitant responsibilities—family
structure/soclal groups.
4. Economic Organization—Wavs and means of producing and dis¬
tributing goods and services.
5. Political Organization-—Systems of obtaining, maintaining
and using power.
6. Creative Motif—A dominant theme or attitude which expresses
Itself In art, music, literature, technology, etc.
7. Ethos—Dominant characteristics of a group based on other
areas and their emphasis.^
^Ron Karenga, Phase One of Kawalda (Newark, New Jerseyt Committee
for a Unified Newark, 1971)» p> 7*
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The obvious criticism of this categorization Is that culture Is
everything and thus an Indistinguishable blur of activity. A closer
analyzatlon of these categories reveals the opposite to be the case. Of
the seven areas enumerated "ethos" Is the most Irreducible. It Is the
sum total of the other aspects as revealed over a period of time and In
that way provides the most Irreducible subjective aspect of culture.
Other aspects that are subjective, that Is, those aspects which provide
the content, those evaluative and cognitive orientations that Eulau
refers to, for the more objective aspects of culture are religion, his¬
tory and creative motif. These concepts provide the basis for the kind
of psychological liberation that Is Indicative of the cultural nationalist
perspective.
Questions still remain, however, as regards the Inclusiveness of
the definition. How Is this to be handled? It has been Illustrated
that phenomena that occur In one aspect of life (I.e., the political,
economic, etc.) cannot be fully understood within the parameters of that
particular aspect. The voting habits of one group or the other, for
example, cannot be understood In terms of said group's socio-economic
background. There may be, for example, elements of coercion, gerry¬
mandering or restrictive laws that Impinge, over time, on the voting
habits of said group. Nor can the just mentioned nuances be seen as an
ample partial listing of explanations as to why Afro-Americans vote this
way or that, or vote at all. History would have to be brought to bear
on another variable, as would the people's religion. The point here Is
that a political act, an economic act, etc., cannot be fully understood
and analyzed merely within Its own frameworks Its Immediate appearance.
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Any social phenomena thus can be more fully understood In terms of the
particular set of circumstances and the Interaction of the same that
produced It. This set of circumstances Is cogently enumerated In
Karenga's seven aspects of culture. This fram^t»rkf the seven categories
of cu1ture» allows a fuller examination of social phenomena.
So that the Inclusivlty of culture as herein defined does not mili¬
tate against distinctions within culture but rather provides the frame¬
work In which distinctions can be more fully understood. Thus a poli¬
tical act may be a religious act and certainly the reverse might be true.
Eugene Genovese writes as regards this phenomenal
Even when man's adherence to a religion Is purely formal or
ritualistic essential elements of his politics are thereby
exposed! for participation In rites normally means partici¬
pation In social acts that precede rather than follow* Indi¬
vidual emotional response. He enters* usually as a child* Into
a pattern of socially directed behavior that conditions his
subsequent emotional development and that from the beginning*
presupposes a community a sense of common Interest.2
The Import of this statement which Interests us Is the emphasis that
socialization receives; the preparing of one's mind In areas that are not
strictly political but* In the end* have political Implications. To be
sure* the particular emphasis of a given culture at a given time—that Is
rather Its political actions are cloaked In religion* or Its attempts
at economic growth are also wrapped In mysticism which claims for Its
adherents a chosen people concept—Is dependent* partially* If not
primarily on the historical options available to that people In combina¬
tion with the ethos of that people. In this regard Cabral writes!
Certainly Imperialist domination calls for cultural oppression
and attempts whether directly or Indirectly to do away with
2
Eugene Genovese* Roll Jordan Roll (New Yorki Random House* 197^)f
p. 162.
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the most Important elements of the culture of the subject
people. But the people are only able to create and develop
the liberation movement because they keep their culture alive
despite continual and organized repression of their cultural
life and because they continue to resist culturally even when
their politico-military resistance Is destroyed. And It Is
cultural resistance which* at a given moment* can take on
new forms* I.e.* political* economic* armed to fight foreign
domination.3
It will be Instructive at this point to cast the last sentence
of the above quote Into the framework of the cultural definition herein
employed. In so doing It becomes clear that cultural resistance Is an
attempt by oppressed people to maintain and develop their values In the
political struggle to re-establish their Institutions. This Is a
fundamental struggle* having* I would assert* direct Implications for
basic questions of ontology and epistemology. This struggle* as Cabral
suggests* manifests Itself In various forms. The exact manifestations
of said struggle* which Is essentially a cultural struggle* Is dependent
on the constraints and opportunities of objective conditions as well as
the ethos of the people Involved. In this regard* It will be Illustra¬
ted In the next section that cultural resistance partially manifested
Itself during the period of 1790 till 1860 In slave rebellions. Inqsort-
antly* It will be shown that In the case of two slave revolts religion
was a cultural antecedent that aided In the political mobilization of
the slaves Involved In said revolts. Specifically* It will be Illus¬
trated that religion provided the evaluative and cognitive orientations
that appear primary In the motivation and mobilization of any people*
5
Ami 1 car Cabral* Return To The Source (Londons Monthly Press*
1973)f p. 60,
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Thus we win view two slave revolts as cultural phenomena with particu¬
lar Interests to the religious and political aspects of said phenomena.
It should be noted that the treatment of the slave revolts represents
a particular manifestation of cultural resistance In a particular his¬
torical epoch and Is therefore not the alpha or omega of Afro-American
cultural resistance. A treatment of the slave revolts does provide^
nevertheless* historical basis for my proposition that political mobili¬
zation Is related to cultural antecedents.
CHAPTER V
THE HISTORICAL BASIS FOR THE RELATIONSHIP OF POLITICAL
MOBILIZATION TO CULTURAL ANTECEDENTS
My primary concern In this chapter Is to provide the historical
basis for my proposition that political mobilization Is related to cul¬
tural antecedents. This will be done by critically treating the role
that religion played In two slave revolts. In order to effectively treat
the above two concerns It will be necessary to critically analyze the
current controversy as to what the central aspects of the Afro-American
slave experience were. In addition to this discussion. It will be
necessary to analyze some methods that Afro-Americans used to cope with
and transcend their conditions. Succinctly stated, this chapter has four
Interrelated purposes! (1) to explicate the current controversy sur¬
rounding the Afro-American slave experlencei (2) to discuss the funda¬
mental aspects of slavery} (3) to discuss slave reaction to slavery and
Christianity, and (4) to discuss the role that religion played In two
slave revolts.
The Current Controversy Surrounding Slavery
The current controversy surrounding the Afro-American slave experi¬
ence centers around the publication of two books, one by Eugene Genovese
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and the other by Stanley Engerman and Robert Fogel.^ I will nott however,
limit myself to the parameters of this controversy but attempt to present
the majority of the schools of thought as regards the study of Afro-
American slavery. Broadly speaking, there are five schools of thought
on the slavery questloni (1) the traditionalist, (2) the revisionist,
(3) the Marxist, (4) the revised revisionist, and (5) the cllometric.
The traditionalist approach Is best presented In the writings of
Ulrich Bonnel Phillips, a Georgia gentleman who periodically lamented
the loss of the family plantation during reconstruction. Phillips pre¬
sents a picture of a slave who Is a simplistic near-do-well. He writesi
In the main the American Negroes ruled not even themselves.
They were more or less contently slaves, with grievances from
time to time but not ambition. With hazy pasts and reckless
futures, they lived each moment as It flew, and left "Old Massa"
to take such thought as morrow might need.3
In Phillips' estimation the old south was a marvelous society) one In
which everyone knew his or her place. The white man was the undisputed
master. The white lady, milky pure In her many petticotts, was the
standard of beauty, radiating her aquiline features throughout. The
The most recent controversy centers around conflicting views of
slavery published In two books. The first, Eugene Genovese, Roll. Jordan
Rol 1 (New Yorks Pantheon Books, 1974). The second, Robert Fogel and
Stanley Engerman, Time on The Crosst The Economics of American Negro
Slavery (Bostons Little, Brown and Co., 1974). An earlier debate over
the slavery question, one that fundamentally Involved Afro-American and
white scholars, can be found In the following bookss William Styron,
The Confessions of Nat Turner (New Yorks Random House, 1967). Some
Afro-American scholars' responses can be found In John Henrick Clark,
ed. William Stvron's Nat Turners Ten Black Writers Respond (Bostons
Beacon Press, 1968).
2
See the following books by U. B. Phillips, Life and Labor In the
Old South (Bostons Little, Brown and Co., 1918) and American Negro
Slavery TNow York, 1918).
Phillips, Life and Labor In The Old South, p. 196.
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slave, of course, was a mindless cog In the slave economy, unable (to
paraphrase Phillips) to govern himself. Generally speaking, the tradi¬
tionalist approach depicted a stupid and docile slave who suffered from
inherited ineptitude.
When Kenneth Stampp, a revisionist historian, published The Pecul-
4
iar Institution, many of the traditionalist assumptions and assertions
concerning Afro-American slavery were brought into question. Stampp
asserted, in contradiction to the traditionalist U. 6. Phillips, that
slavery was not a congenial institution; that in fact, it was a harsh
and brutal system. Additionally Stampp argues against the notion that
slavery grew up on its own accord. He asserts that slavery was a con¬
scious choice made by many southern whites.^ Generally speaking, Stampp
presents a broader picture of what slavery might have been like, pointing
out that the institution of slavery was not always peopled by the happy
go lucky darkles that Phillips wrote about. However, Stampp does not
critically treat slavery from the slave's point of view by extensive use
of slave narratives. Consequently, while some of the traditionalist
notions are discarded or revised we still get a rather one dimensional
view of slavery, that of the outsider looking in.
The Marxist approach is most consistently expressed in the writings
of Herbert Aptheker. Aptheker attempts to draw parallels between eco¬
nomic depression and slave revolts. He writest
He who prepares a table of outstanding periods of slave rebellion
4




and another of the years of economic depression will be
struck by their great similarity.8
Aptheker adm1ts» however, that "It Is not possible to prove a causal
connection between suffering occasioned by outbreaks against enslave¬
ments*" He concludes, nevertheless, that "It does appear reasonable
that such a relationship existed." Aptheker, unable to prove this
assertion, leaves the reader with only "reasoned suggestions*"
Aptheker does, however, give cursory treatment to various less
objective kinds of motivations* He suggests that the San Domingo rebel¬
lion In 1791 encouraged some slaves to move toward rebellion* Aptheker
also asserts that strained French-American relations from 1797 till 1799
was a source of encouragement to slaves In that they felt that French
help was eminent* Aptheker's overall emphasis, however. Is on phenomena
that can be quantified by reference to material conditions* In many
respects, Aptheker's Marxism Is reductionist In that It underemphasizes
purposiveness as a motivating factor* He depends on material conditions
to explain motivations* The following Is lllustratlveir
Three factors* * • appear to have had some Influence In pro¬
moting slave unrest. A relative Increase In the nisnber of
Negroes as compared with that of whites accentuated the danger
arising from the formeri Industrialization and urbanization
were phenomena that made control of the slave difficult) and,
perhaps most Important, economic depression* * * *7
Importantly, none of these factors come to grips with any Internal acti¬
vity In the slave community* In many ways then, the slave was a malleable
dayman, smashed, mashed and stretched by uncontrollable objective corw*
ditlons* To be sure, options open to the slave In terms of effective
^Herbert Aptheker, /^rlcan Neoro Slave Revolts (New Yorki Inter¬
national Publishers, I967), p* 112*
^Ibld*, p*
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political struggle were limited. But certainly a degree of Innovative¬
ness and purposiveness existed within the slave community^ Irregardless
of varying objective conditions.
Aptheker's tendency toward quanitificatlon palls In size and scope
when juxtasupposed to the work of two historians of the cllnometric per-
8
suaslont Robert Fogel and Stanley Engerman. Contrary to Aptheker's
assertion about economic depressions) the two cllnometriclans point out
that the average land value In Virginia and the CarolInas during the
Q
1850s Increased by some 60%. This period, according to Aptheker, Is
one that featured economic collapse. Fogel and Engerman attempt to refute
the following assertions concerning slavery! (1) that It was generally an
unprofitable system} (2) that It was economically moribund} (3) and that
material conditions for the average stave were quite harsh.The two
historians amass a myriad of statistical Information abstracted from
plantation records, travel accounts, etc., to support their claims.
11 12
The revised revisionist, Eugene Genovese In particular, uses
similar documents. His conclusions, however, are quite different than
those reached by Fogel and Engerman. The different conclusions can be
understood In terms of different concerns!
Genovese Is primarily concerned with those aspects of slavery
that cannot be quantitatively measured. He endeavors to
explain the entire context of slavery} and he places emphasis
p
Robert Fogel and Stanley Engerman, Time on The Cross.
^C. Van Woodward, "The Jolly Institution," New York Review of Books.
October, 1974, p. 20.
^°Ib1d., p. 19.
^^See John Blassingame, The Slave Community (London! Oxford Uni¬
versity Press, 1972).
^^Eugene Genovese, Roll Jordan Roll.
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on the role of black religion and other positive manifestations
of Afro-American culture which helped the slave survive and
through his descendants to build toward the achievement of a
new identity.13
This approach differs markedly from that of the cliometriclans in that
it endeavors to look at slavery from the slave's point of view. It is
this attempt to escape the narrowness of the "outsider looking in" pers¬
pective of slave analysis that dictates the reaching of some different
conclusions by the revised revisionist historian.
From the above it is clear that the slavery question is not seen
in the same way by all scholars. These conflicting views spring from
different views of the world. It is this reality that guides various
historians to select certain data and discard or de-emphasize other data.
The Marxist historian is quick to point out that a plantation flood might
make work harder and that this additional work is an important if not
a crucial variable in terms of understanding why a rebellion occurs.
The traditionalist sloths over discontent or ignores it completely. On
the whole, the traditionalist would argue, slaves were just so many happy
creatures. Not so, says the revisionist, these people suffered under
harsh treatment. They were given a minimum of everything. Additionally,
the revisionist would argue, slaves were a cultureless people who, v^en
they had a little spare time, were at a loss as to how to use it. The
revised revisionist takes exception, arguing that the Afro-American slave
experience provided much of the basis for Afro-American culture which
allowed the slave to cope with and transcend harsh conditions. The
13
Norman Ledener, "Eugene Genovese's Roll, Jordan Roll." Library
Journal (September 1974)* 2064.
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cllometrlclanst however, return us to a materialistic reductlonlsm
where the whole of the slave experience Is to be understood In terms of
economics. They assert that the vital economic role of the slave neces¬
sitated good and humane treatment. How Is all this to be synthesized?
I will not evaluate the world views of the various historians
mentioned above. What I will do Is to draw from each school of thought,
with the exception of the traditionalist school Inasmuch as It has been
more or less transcended by the other schools, In an effort to present
the fundamental aspects of the Afro-American slave experience from 1790
till i860. Thus we will present often contradictory views, most of which
will «nanate from mutually contradictory world views. By treating views
from varying schools of thought as well as some slave narratives, a more
complete picture of the Afro-American slave experience will be presented.
By no means will said picture be definitive, but It will allow us to
Indicate the fundamental aspects of the slave condition.
Fundamental Aspects of Slavery (1790-1860)
In this subsection I will Indicate some of the fundamental aspects
of Afro-American slavery by drawing from the varying schools of thought
explicated In the beginning of this chapter and by treating some of the
slave narratives. This will allow the reader the opportunity to view
slavery from an outsider's perspective as well as from the slave's per¬
spective. Thus, this section will provide a broad view of slavery while
depicting the fundamental aspects of the same.
What was the life of the average slave like? Kenneth Stampp
writes!
The average slave's work day was long and his labor hard
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• • . he was subjected to a fairly rigid discipline. • •
his standard of living was usually at subsistance level.1^
Stampp goes on to assert that the slave's primary function was an
economic one.
In this regard* Solomon Northrup* born free and subsequently kid¬
napped while visiting Washington* 0. C.* writesi
When a new hand* one unaccustomed to the business* Is sent
for the first time Into the field* he Is whipped up smartly*
and made for that day to pick as fast as he can possibly.
At night It Is weighed* so that his capability In cotton
picking Is known. He must bring In the same each night fol¬
lowing. If It falls short It Is considered evidence that he
has been lagaard and a greater or less number of lashes Is
the penalty.I $
Northrup goes on to detail the work life of the cotton picking slave.
They were required to begin work at the first light of sun and to work
continually until noon* at which time they were allowed fifteen minutes
to "swallow down cold strips of bacon." When the moon was full* they
sometimes worked late Into the night without stopping for dinner. In
any case* they did not stop until they were told to do so. Clearly*
nine to five did not characterize their work day.
In discussing the harshness of slave life* a "fugitive blacksmith"
gives this description of an overseer. It Is Interesting In that It
depicts a kind of socialization* the turning of a child Into a slaves
They (the overseer) seem to take pleasure In torturing the
14
Kenneth Stampp* "The Dally Life of the Southern Slave*" In Key
Issues In the Afro-American Experience. Vol. I* eds. Martin Kllson*
Nathan Huggins and Daniel M. Fox (New Yorks Harcourt* Brace* Jovano-
vlch* Inc.* 1971)t p* 116.
^^Solomon Northrup* "From Ton Years A Slave*" In The Black American
Experience, ed. Frances S. Frlednan (New Yorks Bantham Pathfinders*
1970)* pp. 45-56.
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children of slaves* long before they are large enough to be
put at the hoe* and consequently under the whip.16
The slave goes on to describe "another source of evil to slave chil¬
dren." He writes!
My master had two sons* about the ages and sizes of my older
brother and myself. We were not only required to recognize
these young sirs as our young masters but they felt themselves
to be suchi and In consequence of this feeling* they sought
to treat us with the same air of authority that their father
did the older slaves.17
Returning to Northrop* we get this description of his quarters.
It gives additional Information as to what It was like to be a slaves
The softest couches In the world are not to be found In the
log mansion of the slave. The one tdiereupon Z reclined year
after year was a plank twelve Inches wide and ten feet long.
My pillow was a stick of wood. The bedding was a coarse
blanket* and not a rag or sheet beside. Moss might be used*
were It not that It directly breds a swarm of fleas.
The cabin Is constructed of logs* without floor or window.
The latter Is altogether unnecessary* the crevices between
the logs admitting sufficient light. In stormy weather the rain
drives through there* rendering It comfortless and extremely
disagreeable.
Austin Stewart* who was born a slave and later escaped and became the
President of the Wllberforce Community In Canada* gives a similar des¬
cription of his residences
As was the usual custom* we lived In a small cabin* built
of rough boards* with a floor of earth* and small openings
In the sides of the cabins were substituted for windows.>9
^^Wllllam Loren Katz* ed.* Five Slave Narratives (New Yorkt Arno
Press* 1969)* p. 3.
'^Ibld,* pp. 2-3.
18
Solomon Northrop* "From Ten Years A Slave*" p. 58|
19
Austin Stewart* Twenty-Two Years A Slave and Forty Years A Free¬
man (Rochester* New Yorkt William Ailing* Exchange Street* 1857)»
p. 13.
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Stewart also gives a description similar to Northrop's as regards the
slave work dayt
It was the rule for the slaves to rise and be ready for their
task by sun r1se> on the blowing of a horn or conch shell} and
woe to the unfortunate, who was not In the field at the time
appointed, which was In thirty minutes from the first sounding
of the horn. I have heard the poor creatures beg as for their
lives, of the Inhuman overseer, to desist from his cruel pun¬
ishment. 20
The slave's response to conditions similar to those Northrup,
21
Stewart and the "Fugitive Blacksmith" was no where even. Some rebelled,
some acquiesced, others killed themselves and/or their children as
opposed to being slaves)
When slaves. In tens of thousands of cases, attacked overseers
and masters (and at times their families) with clubs and knives
and bare hands, that was resistance. When, In preparing food,
they added poison to the pot, and when this became so common
that It was referred to by the Southern press as "the Negro
crime", that was resistance. When the "carelessness" of slaves
with fire led the planters In the James River Valley area of
Virginia to equip their homes with new fangled structures called
fire escapes and led Insurance companies to charge more for
premiums on fire protection In the South than In the North,
that was resistance.22
And while all this resistance was going on there were significant numbers
of Afro-Americans who were not resisting. In fact, some worked dili¬
gently to limit or discourage resistance. Stampp writes as regards one
^°Ib1d., p. 15.
21
See the following as primary sources that discuss the character
of slave Hfei Charles Ball, Slavery In the United States) A Narrative
of the Life of Charles Ball (Lewiston, Pa., 1863)} Henry Bibb, Narrative
of the Life and Adventures of Henry Bibb An American Slave (New York,
1849)} Arna Bontemps. ed... Great Slave Narratives (Boston) Beacon Press,
1969)} James L. Smith, Autobiography of James L. Smith (Norwich, Conn.,
1881)} Isaac D. Williams, Sunshine and Shadows of Slave Life (East Saginaw,
Mich., 1885)..
22
Herbert Aptheker, American Nearo Slave Revolts, p. 161..
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such group of Afro-Americansi
Many domestics did adopt part of the white pattern of respecta¬
bility* were proud of their honesty and loyalty to the white
family* and Informed upon disobedient or rebellious behav1or»23
Perhaps one of the best examples of the dichotomy between field slaves
and house servants* and the former's distrust of the latter Is found
In Denmark Vesey's charge to his lieutenants In his planned revolts
• • • take care and don't mention It to those waiting men
who receive presents of old coats from their masters* or they'll
betray us) 1 will speak to them.24
Lunsford Lane* a slave* speaking of his treatment by his "master" further
Illustrates differences In slave treatment based on their economic func¬
tion (either house servant* which usually meant less harsh treatment or
field hand which meant more harsh treatment) writest
• • . my lot* on the whole* had been a favored one for a slave.
It Is known that there Is a wide difference In the situations
of v^at are termed house servants* and plantation hands. I*
though sometimes etrployed upon on the plantation belonged to the
former* which Is the favored class.25
Discussing various methods In which slaves were controlled*
Blassingame writest
With house servants this was often a matter of receiving fancy
clothes. Louis Hughes* for Instance* declared when his master
gave him some new clothes* 'I had no comforts* and had been so
cowered and broken In spirits* by cruel lashings* that 1 really
felt light hearted at this Improvement In my personal appearance.26
23
Stairqpp* The Peculiar Institution, p. 121.
2.U
John 0. K1liens (writes Introduction)* The Trial Record of
Denmark Vesev (Bostoni Beacon Press* 1970)* p.117*
25
^Lunsford Lane* "Lunsford Lane*" In Five Slave Narratives, ed.
William Loren Katz (New Yorki Arno Press* 1969)* pp« 18-19.
26
Blassingame* The Slave Community, p. 192.
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This quote Indicates two aspects of controlling slaves, lashes and gifts.
In the case of Hughes, both were used to create a good slave. The
crucial point here though Is that generally speaking house servants were
afforded kinder treatment than those slaves who worked the field. Thus
for the purposes of presenting a broad picture of the fundamental aspects
of slavery our data supports the assertion that the economic function
and treatment of the slave, both of which were determined by being either
a house or field servant, was a fundamental aspect of slavery.
Up to this point It has been shown that slavery was not a mono¬
lithic experience, neither as regards the way slaves were treated nor
In terms of their response to said treatment. Some slaves, most notably
those who worked as house servants, were accorded less harsh treatment,
which, as Indicated earlier, made control somewhat easier. To be sure,
however, some house servants were not satisfied and. In fact poisoned
their masters. On the other hand we have seen that field slaves were
generally accorded rougher treatment. The nature of their economic
function dictated as much. While field slaves were treated rougher, this
did not always mean that they were rebellious. Some, quite simply,
acquiesced, perhaps because a whip continually lashing on one's back was
an excellent Inducement to do as much. So the picture we get of slavery
Is, In many ways. Is a kalaldescope. All slaves were not doing the
same thing or acting the same way. Nor were all house servants Informers
or field slaves rebellious. What then was the common denominator, or
bond that held the slaves together? Or were slaves simply a hodgepodge
assortment of people? And finally, what about the two classes of
slaves, those that worked In the field and those that worked In the house.
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were there any bonds there? These questions will be systematically
treated In the next sub-section.
In suinnarizing the fundamental objective aspects of slavery from
1790 till I860y It can be asserted that generally speaking slaves were
subjected to harsh treatment! that mastersy especially on large plan¬
tations cared little about the personal well being of slaves and that
slave masters made conscious efforts to minimize If not destroy any
vestiges of African culture which could serve slaves In efforts to
organize and resisty The Afro-American slave's efforts to deal with
these objective Impositions will be treated directly.
Slave Reaction to Slavery
The task now Is to attenpt to Isolate trends of continuity within
the slave coimiunity which could serve as the reservoir from which the
collectivity could draw Its needsy subjective and objectivey In efforts
to cope with and transcend their conditions. The Black Church will be
analyzed In this regard.
Consider these quotes!
For underlying the life of the American Negro Is a deep relig¬
ious bent that Is but the manifestation here of the similar
drive that everywhere In Negro socletlesy makes the super¬
natural a major focus of Interest.27
Religion Is vitaly meaningfuly and understandable to the
Negroes In this country because ... It Is not removed from
llfey but has been deeply Integrated Into the dally wor1d.28
And finally!
It was a notorious facty according to one master. That on
almost every large plantation of Negroesy there Is one among
27
HerskovltSy The Mvth of the Neoro Past, p. 207
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them who holds a kind of magical sway over the minds and
opinions of the rest} to him they 1o^ as their oracle*
The Influence of such a Negro* often a preacher* on a
quarter Is Incalculable.29
What these quotes clearly suggest Is that religion played an Important
part In the slaves' life. Additionally* the religion did not limit
Itself to contemplation of one's soul or moribund musing on life after
death. Gayroud S. Wllmore writes!
The curious mixture of zeal and carelessness which resulted
from the combination of Christianity with vdiatever the slaves
had brought with them of the African Religions was a constant
puzzlement to some of the missionaries who arduously labored
to get them to contemplate the state of their souls with fear
and trend}11ng.30
Slave religion was thus characterized by an amalgum of an African and
American experience. Wllmore* quoting Newbell Puckett* asserts that
differences between slave and white religion are attributable to dlffer-
31
ences In secular customs and traditions. This assertion comes to grips
with the effect that the slave's objective conditions might have had on
the slave's religion.
What* however* does this have to do with questions of continuity?
It Is precisely religion* the church In particular* which provided the
reservoir mentioned earlier. What I want to establish at this point Is
that the Black Church established Itself as a legitimate Institution*
a kind of quasi-government or at least an acknowledged arena where prob¬
lems could be brought for possible resolution. To establish this point*
I will use three measures! (1) the religious role of the early priest
29
Stampp* The Peculiar Institution, p. 122.
30^ Gayroud S. Wllmore* Black Religion and Black Radicalism (New
York! Doubleday* 1973)* p. 16.
^'ibld.* pp. 5-6.
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or conjure meni (2) slave reactions to Chrlstlanityi (3) and the role
of religion In two slave revolts* These three exercises will do one
things Illustrate that political mobilization Is related to cultural
antecedents*
Our cultural definition Indicates a subjective and an objective
aspect (see chapter four)* Insofar as the three measures are concerned
the first two, the role of conjure men and slave reaction to Christi¬
anity, will be shown to be part of the subjective aspect* Conversely,
the two slave revolts will be shown to be objective replications of
the subjective aspects, despite their non-transcendent character*
Additionally, an analysis of the two slave revolts will Illustrate that
culture was a way to mobilize Afro-Americans* Specifically, It will be
shown In the case of the two revolts to be treated here that both
leaders drew from a culture 1iTd>ued with a religiosity that gave It some
legitimacy and thus aided In the mobilization of some slaves*
The Con lure Men and Priests
Among the slaves brought to America were "priests" or "conjure
men" from various African tribes who carried with them African religious
traditions* Wllmore writes as regards these "priests"!
* * * It Is they who * * * formed the original cadres out of
which the earliest Black Preachers (not those who were desig¬
nated as such by the slavemasters and missionaries) began to
emerge as the leaders of slave society* This partially explains
the low esteem In which most Black preachers were held by the
American colonists before they became dependable representatives
of the white man's religion*32
Herskovlts, In a fairly detailed fashion, traces the African
^\'11more. Black Religion and Black Radicalism* pp* 22-23
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religious traditions up through slavery, highlighting the fact that
Africans had "specialists" whose duty It was to see that the super¬
natural forces were rendered favorable before a given campaign was under-
33
taken." From this premise Herskovlts asserts that this tradition was
carried over and consequently helps to explain the "tenaciousness of
African religious beliefs In the New World." Herskovlts askst
What could have more effectively aided In this than the
presence of a considerable number of specialists who could
Interpret the universe? What, Indeed, could have more
adequately sanctioned resistance to slavery than the presence
of priests, who, able to assure supernatural support to leaders
and followers alike, helped them fight by giving the conviction
that the powers of their ancestors were aiding In their struggle.3^
The actual ability of these priests to summon spirits and the like,
aside. It Is fairly clear that they served an Important function In the
slave community. They were the oracles who, to paraphrase Karenga, gave
35the answers to the origin of things.
Reactions to Christianity
From what has already been stated here we see that aspects of
traditional African religion were quite different from Christianity as
practiced by Euro-Americans. While traditional religion permeates all
36
aspects of life, the American brand Is contenplatlve.^ African religion
was more expressive, characterized by Intense emotion which often manl-
33
■^Herskovlts, The Mvth of the Neoro Past, p. 105.
^Sbld., p. 107.
35
Ron Karenga, "Definitions In Kawalda," (unpublished paper.
Positive Action and Development Committee, South Bend, Ind., 1973)t P*
36
Wllmore, Black Religion and Black Radicalism, p. 16.
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fested Itself In song and dance. In any case, the slave was faced with
the task of acconrmodatlng previous religious beliefs to the tdilte man's
Christianity as well as the objective conditions under which he existed.
In this regard, Wllmore asserts that the traditional African religious
beliefs brought to Christianity by these spiritual leaders were essen-
37
tially at variance with the passivity of missionary teaching.
Missionary teaching, however, was an Important part of some slaves'
lives. It was used, oftentimes, to justify slavery. One such mission^
ary writes as regards his crusade*
I was preaching to a large congregation on the Epistle to
Phllemean} and when I Insisted on fidelity and obedience to
Christian virtues In servants, and the authority of Paul,
condemned the practice of running away, one half of my
audience deliberately rose up and walked off with themselves}
and those who remained looked anything but satisfied of this
doctrine. After dismission, there was no small stir among
them} some solemnly declared that there was no such epistle
In the Bible} ... others that I preached to please the
master} and others that they did not care If they never
heard me preach again.38
It Is doubtful that the majority of the slaves always reacted so forth¬
rightly to such preachings. The above does suggest though that all
slaves were not a mindless, gullible lot that swallowed up everything
that their masters had to offer. Despite It all. In some Instances
the church did emerge as a kind of social control.
Initially, however, this was not the case. Some of the earlier
Protestant sects regarded slavery as morally wrong. This made slave¬
holders reluctant to have these people preach to their slaves. This
^^Ibld., pp. 4-5.
38^Kenneth Stampp, "To Make Them Stand In Fear," In The Black Church
In America, ed. Nelsen, Nelsen and Yorkley (New York* Basic Books,
Inc., 1969), p. 190.
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opinion changed In t1me» so much so that Southern church leaders pro¬
claimed that the gospel, Instead of becoming a means of creating trouble
and strife, was really the best Instrument to preserve peace and good
conduct among Negroes.
The case of Peter, the Presbyterian slave Is Indicative. He con¬
fessed that he had forged a pass and "because forgery and falsehood
were such flagrant crimes, he was suspended from membership and exhorted
to repentance." A year later, Peter reapplied to the church, "profes¬
sing penitence for his sins, and a strong determination to lead here-
39
after a life of greater watchfulness and more prayer."
There were other cases where religion served the slaver's Interest.
An auctioneer, detailing the virtues of a female house servant proclaimed
that she had religion which meant that she must never strike a white
man and certainly not run away.
Not to be Ignored In slave religion are the "meeting houses" of
the field slaves, where, on some occasions, masters were not present.
An ex-slave writesi
Our preachers were usually plantation folks like the rest of us.
Some man who had a little education and had been taught something
about the Bible would be our preacher.
The situation of the slave masters allowing their slaves freedom of
42
religion, so to speak, was not uniform or widespread. But where
39
Kenneth Stampp, "To Make Them Stand In Fear," p. 57.
^Ibld., p. 58.
41
E. Franklin Frazier, The Neoro Church In America, p. 23.
^^Ilmore, Black Religion and Black Radicalism, p. 36.
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such situations did exist they played an Important part In slave resis¬
tance* This will be seen directly as we analyze the role of religion
In two slave revolts*
The Role of Religion In Two Slave Revolts
What I have attempted to show here Is that the church was an
Important Institution for the slave* It provided answers to various
questions while* at the same time* giving guidance* To be sure* the
church was limiting Insofar as It may have Ignored more political ques¬
tions that concerned obtaining power* Nevertheless* the church did play
an Important part In the slave's life* It helped to provide social
cohesion among the slaves* Frazier* for exanple* asserts that "common
religious beliefs and practices and traditions tended to provide a new
43
basis of social cohesion In an alien environment." Additionally we
have seen that the church had a dual reality; It served as a storage
house where religious Africanisms could be developed; and It served as
the novocalne which helped produce slaves vtrfio wouldn't strike white people
or run away. Running parallel to this duality was another between the
house servant and the field slave* The house servant* as pointed out
earlier* many times tended to adopt the manners and values of their
i|i|
masters. So that their religious practices were somewhat similar*
45
Indeed they often attended the family prayer meetings. Conversely,
43
Frazier* The Black Church In America, p. 25*
44
Stanpp* "To Make Them Stand In Fear*" p* 60*
^^Ibld** p* 61*
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the field slave had quite a different conception of religion Inasmuch
as Africanisms tended to play a more Important role. Again Frazier
writes!
Those slaves who were largely Isolated from whites engaged
In religious practices that undoubtedly Included some
African survivals. However, the whites were always on
guard against African religious practices which could pro¬
vide an opportunity for stave revotts«46
It Is precisely this rebellious potential that we want to concentrate
on In an effort to prove the proposition, that political mobilization
Is related to cultural antecedents. In this regard, we wilt look at
Nat Turner's rebellion and Derenark Vesey's planned rebellion. These
cases provide a situation In which we can evaluate the rebellious
potential of the Black Church In two distinct ways.
In Turner's case, he was seen from early childhood. If not birth,
as a prophet because, among other things, he allegedly astounded his
parents with his ability to talk about things that occurred prior to
his birth. Vesey, on the other hand, was a free Negro who viewed the
Church as a potential agent for change. Thus his drawing on the church
was more calculated and deliberate than that of Turner. An explication
of these two men's activity will prove the last of three propositions,
that culture was a way to mobilize Afro-Americans.
Let us begin with Vesey* His planned Insurrection was to occur
In 1822 but as early as 1818 he started planting the seeds of rebellion.
46
Frazier, The Black Church In America, p. 17« This quote Is In
contradiction to Frazier's earlier assertion about the absence of
Africanisms In Afro-American slave life and religion.
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Being a free man he was able to move about In a fairly unhampered fashion*
47
Generally speaklngy Vesey was an arrogant and calculating man. On
many occasions when he saw both a slave and a white man In the same
vicinity he would engage the white man In a conversation that would
finally prove embarrassing to the white man* The slave* seeing this,
would presumably be somehow awakened or at least pleased* At any
rate, such a random approach was not enough to galvanize any type of
movement* Vesey turned to religion* John Lofton writest
The advantage of religious meetings Vesey realized was that
they were held for an approved purpose and that purpose could
provide coloration for unvapored talk* Such meetings where
large numbers were gathered together, not only provided a
convenient mode of Introduction In the Inequities of slavery,
but also provided a persuasive vehicle* For what could be
more convincing than one taken from the Bible, presented as
It was, as the word of God which even the whites were bound
to obey*^
In the embellished rhetoric of the 1960s, Denmark Vesey, In 1818,
"Seized The Times", and began to politicize the church goers* Two
white men present at Vesey's trial write In retrospect as regards those
meetingst
That Inflamatory and Insurrectionary doctrines without any
direct proposal for such an attempt, were Inculcated at those
meetings or some of them were positively proved* The great
Impropriety of allowing meetings of any kind to be held solely
by slaves, and at such times and places, most forcibly strike
every reflecting m1nd,^9
47
John Lofton, Insurrection In South Carolina! The Turbulent
World of Denmark Vesev (Yellow Sorlnasi Antioch Press. 1964)* A
close reading of the first three chapters presents such a picture*
^Ibld*, p* 133.
£aQ
John 0* K1liens. The Trial of Denmark Vesev. pp* 14-15*
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But to return to Vesey's attempts at poHtlcaTizatlont Lofton points
out that when a situation presented Itself Vesey capitalized on It by
using the Bible and the religious forum to convince Afro-Americans
of the Injustice of slavery. Lofton concludes that "for some years
he (Vesey) took many steps to Implement a plan of action, he sought to
mentally condition perspective followers."^^
This process Is quite similar to political socialization. Vesey
was attempting to create a collective "political self" with the three
types of orientations that Eulau mentions, cognitive, affective and
evaluative. These orientations, Vesey no doubt thought, were to make
for political behavior that, again to paraphrase Eulau, was regular and
uniform within a culture. The reader will recall that socialization was
described as a process and political culture as content. Thus, the
question emerges, what were the values. Institutions and ways of life
that Vesey drew from? As Indicated earlier, slave society was not
terribly Integrated In the sense of having mutually supportive Insti¬
tutions like schools, churches, etc. What occurred, to a great extent,
was that the church provided many values and In fact was the primary
Institution of the slave. Additionally, the apparent spiritual tradi¬
tion of Africans only enhanced the Importance of this Institution.
Consequently, It was the church that provided the content or values for
Vesey's socialization process. Importantly, as we have already Illus¬
trated, this content was neutral and could, consequently, be molded by
the Individual or Individuals who had the skill. Inclination and resources
^^Lofton, Insurrection In South Carolina. . ., p. 13.
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to do as much. Again* the reader will recall this same truth being
presented In our section dealing with political socialization* that
Is* It draws from* adds to and shapes and reshapes the political cul¬
ture. Religion* which according to our cultural definition Is a part
of culture* was a crucial arena for the slave as regards affirmation
of his humanity as well as his ability to cope with and transform his
reality.
For example* when Vesey's followers balked at his admonition to*
once the rebellion began* kill all white men* women and children*
Vesey entoneds
And they utterly destroyed all that was In the city*
both man and women* young and old* and ox and sheep
and ass* with the edge of the sword.51
To further draw on this particular cultural reality* one of Vesey's
lieutenants was a "conjure man". Gullah Jack was his name and he had a
fairly sustained following based on his supposed powers. Two white men
present at Vesey's trial write In retrospects
And strange as It may appear* yet vast nunisers of the
Africans believed that Gullah Jack was a sorcerer; that he
could neither be killed or taken; and that whilst they re¬
tained the charms which he had distributed they would them¬
selves be Invulnerable.52
To be sure* any number of criticisms could be raised as regards Gullah
Jack's actions. It could be argued that he was feeding on the fears
of a ravaged people who desperately needed to believe In something or
someone. Even so* our point remains valid* that this particular aspect
^^ofton* Insurrection In South Carolina. • •* p. 42.
52
K1liens* The Trial of Denmark Vesev. pp. 13-14.
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of culture served as a means to mobilize black people* This Inescapable
reality cannot be Ignored* The final outcome of all this religiosity
as regards actual combat will never be known In Vesey's case* The cause
was betrayed by a house servant* The betrayal and subsequent trial
are of course history* The exact numbers of Afro-Americans that were
to rise up Is not definitely known Inasmuch as Vesey was the only one
that knew and he never talked*
In explicating Vesey's planned rebellion we have only looked at
one aspectf religion* Others might well emphasize other kinds of things
like an Increased work load, or Increasingly poor working conditions and
so forth* The evidence* however, supports our Initial claim that culture
was a way to mobilize black people* And this Is not to suggest that
other factors were unimportant but that religion served as a kind of
social adhesive which ultimately aided In the mobilization'of slaves*
In 1831, the Reverend Nat Turner attempted to lead a group
of slaves In a violent revolt that resulted In the death
of fifty-seven whites and one hundred blacks*$3
The case of Nat Turner Is different from Vesey's for a ntariber of
reasons* Most notably, Nat Turner was a slave and by his own account,
a rather unique ones
The confidence of the Negroes In the neighborhood, even at
this early period of my life. In my superior Judgement (was
such) that they would often carry me with them when they were
going on any roguery, to plan for them* Growing up anong
them, with this conHdence In my superior Judgement, and
when this. In their opinions was perfected by Divine Inspira¬
tion from the circumstances already alluded to In my Infancy,
and which belief was ever afterwards zealously Inculcated by
the austerity of my life and manners, which became the subject
^^Charles V* Hanllton, The Black Preacher In America (New Yorki
William Morrow, 1972), p* 58*
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of remark by white and black* Having soon discovered to be
greatt I must appear so, and therefore studiously avoided
mixing In soclet/t and wrapped mvself In mystery* devoting
my time to fasting and preylng.S^
Thus Nat Turner consciously weaved a web of mystery about himself*
appearing to many fellow slaves as a prophet. In his confession* Turner
talks metaphorically about signs and spirits. The Initial spirit that
held a great deal of significance for Turner was a scripture that reads
For he who knoweth his masters will* and doeth It not
shall be beaten with many stripes* and thus have 1
chastised you.55
Interestingly this spirit appeared to Turner after he had escaped
from slavery. After the above revelation however* Turner returned to
his master's plantation. Other slaves clearly felt Turner's decision
was* at best* ridiculous. In Turner's words* (they) 'hiurmured against
me* saying that If they had my sense they would not serve any master In
the world.*^^ Turner goes on to say that shortly thereafter he had
another vision In which white and black spirits were engaged In a
titanic battle. And the Reverend Turner heard a voice saying* "Such Is
your luck* such you are called to see* and let It come rough or smooth*
you must surely bear 1t."^^
Turner* In his words* meditated on this sign or vision until he
heard a loud voice In the heavens* and the Spirit Instantly
appeared to me and said that the serpent was loosened* and
Christ had laid down the yoke he had borned for the sins of
cL





man^ and that I should fight against the Serpent, for the
time was fast approaching when the first should be the last
and the last should be the flrst.^S
The final sign was an eclipse (In 1828) of the sun. This prompted
Turner to begin to organize for the revolt. In no way did the planning
of Turner's Insurrection equal that of Vesey's, possibly because Turner
was so motivated by external signs. Despite It all. Turner did enjoy
a kind of legitimacy based on his quick mind and religiosity. These
factors served as a basis to draw others Into his Insurrection.
A couple of Interesting though speculative points emerge as regards
Turner's hearing and seeing signs. It Is strange that he saw white and
black spirits In a bloody battle after having returned from running
away and hearing other slaves generally talk bad about him. Implicit
In his description Is a connection between his peers' feelings and his
subsequent vision. What we are suggesting Is that Turner's continued
legitimacy somehow depended on his correcting the Image his peers had
of him after he returned. This Is not to Imply that revolt was the only
answer but that something had to be done.
From what has preceded. It Is clear that religion as embodied In
the Black Church was Instrumental to Turner's legitimacy. The religious
element more or less sanctioned this man's actions and attracted some
other slaves to join In his rebellion. Unlike Vesey, however. Turner
did not go through as long a socialization process prior to Insurrection.
To be sure though. Turner's Insurrection did get off the ground which Is
more than can be said of Vesey's plot.
^®Ib1d.
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What I have attempted to do here Is to show that two men with
fairly diverse backgrounds v«re able to draw from a coinnon culture to
Instruct* explain and finally motivate members of that culture. Addi¬
tionally* In the case of Vesey particularly* the actual physical Insti¬
tution of the church served as a reification of the slave's values and
to some extent* way of life.
Generally speaking, we have shown that the meeting houses of the
field slaves were Important Institutions with Insurrectionary potential.
Our data* of course, supports this claim In that numerous states passed
laws prohibiting these meetings. Additionally we have shown that some
of the Initial Afro-American ministers served as primary carriers of
African religious traditions.
Taken In total the factors detailed above made the particular
aspect of culture we have analyzed a way to mobilize Afro-Americans. It
should be re-emphasized that this motivational potential Is not seen as
an end In Itself. That Is* because the addressing of the Black Church
In political terms tended to be a way to motivate Afro-Americans In no
way Implies that In Itself this fact was reactionary or progressive. It
merely denotes potential what might be used positively or negatively.
Perhaps the most worthwhile aspect of this motivational potential of
Afro-American culture herein treated lies In the fact that It was able
to Impute a sense of collectivity among the slaves* a kind of psycho¬
logical liberation that was necessary to deal with the existential limi¬
tations of the slave experience.
Despite It all* our Initial proposition (that culture Is a way to
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mobilize Afro-Americans) has been sufficiently treated. In the conclus¬
ion I will present some of the Implications of the limitations of the
type of motivation that only results In periodic revolts.
CONCLUSION
The purpose of this study was to systematically treat three ques¬
tions! what Is culture^ what has been the role of culture In the Afro-
American political struggle* and what should be the role of culture
In the Afro-American political struggle? In Identifying a cultural
definition much care and time was taken In surveying and critiquing
existing definitions and controversies surrounding the function of
culture In the Afro-American political struggle* Let us restate our
conclusions as regards each of these questions*
Broadly speaking* cultural conceptions In the areas of political
socialization* cultural anthropology and Afro-American conceptions of
culture are similar In that all view culture In terms of an objective
and subjective existence* The subjective existence Is characterized
by values and aesthetics* those things that are not quantifiable* The
objective aspect represents the concretion of the subjective aspect*
Importantly* this dichotomy revealed two additional Important aspects
about cultures (1) culture's subjective aspect has longevity which
Impacts on the current strivings of a given society; and (2) the re¬
lationship between these two factors Is dialectical* the subjective
aspect providing the Initial content for the former and the former* In
time* Impacting back on the latter*
The longevity of culture was shown to have potential regarding
political mobilization* Quite specifically* shared beliefs* values and
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myths provided a partial basis for continuity within a given society.
It was shown that the manipulation of these values could aid In produc¬
ing a rebellious attitude. Conversely* these same beliefs* values* etc.*
could help produce a non-rebel 1lous attitude as was the case with a
number of slaves who would not act In any way contrary to masters' whims.
Additionally* culture's longevity was shown to be quite adaptive; that
nuances were synthesized Into the prevailing attitudes of a given
society. For example, African religious beliefs merged* not smoothly
or evenly* to create an Afro-American religion: an amalgum of African
religious beliefs tonpered by American Christianity and, of course* the
slave experience.
Actually It Is culture's longevity and adaptiveness that makes It
dialectical. Culture's longevity helps make the subjective aspect uni¬
form within a culture. It Is the confrontation with objective conditions
(other societies* nature* Individuals* etc.) that necessitates Insti¬
tutionalizing and reshaping the subjective aspect. To be sure* how this
dialectical relationship Is handled determines rather a society moves
In Its own Interest or In the Interest of another society.
By focusing on the role of religion In a particular historical
period* I was able to deal with the question of what the role of culture
has been In the Afro-American political struggle* It was found that the
religious aspect of culture during the historical period herein treated
was communal and motivational. It was communal In that It provided some
unity on a more abstract level; It posited shared beliefs and values*
attitudes which are necessary for a people to act In a collective poli¬
tical way. Thus It was shown that these beliefs could either be manipu¬
lated positively* that Is to motivate Afro-Americans to act politically;
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or, ironically to deactivate political consciousness. Culture, then
was shown as an Impartial catalytic factor, very necessary, though not
Innately rebellious or non-rebel 1lous. In this regard It was shown that
religion had political limitations In that It posited the Afro>Amer1can
political struggle within the context of the prevailing order and that
this reality. In Itself, limited the parameters of political struggle.
Importantly, however, culture still remained an Important motivational
tool. The problem, or a problem, was the particular way In which culture
manifested Itself politically. What then was the role of culture In
the Afro-American political struggle? Culture served two functions! It
created a reservoir of shared beliefs that are necessary for a people
to move collectively) and culture was related to political motivation.
As regards this first function Genovese writes!
American racism, as If to prove Hegel right about the "cun¬
ning of reason," forced the slaves out of themselves—forced
them to glimpse the possibilities of nationality rather than
class.^
It was this "glimpse at the possibilities of nationality" which helped
to hold the slaves together as well as helping to make It possible for
them to move politically.
Given the limitations of culture as a political tool In the his¬
torical period herein treated, the question becomes, what should be the
function of culture In the Afro-American political struggle? This ques¬
tion must be treated In the context of the prevailing order. In the
section that treated the controversy between cultural and revolutionary
nationalists. It was pointed out that the controversies developed from
^Eugene Genovese, Roll Jordan Roll, p. 281.
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different views of America. The revolutionary nationalists' concep¬
tualized America in terms of "class analysis"! people occupying dif¬
ferent classes depending on their relationship to the means of produc¬
tion. Prescriptive policies emanating from this conception advocated
a class revolution featuring the working class rising up and seizing
the means of production and establishing a new world order. The
"class analysis" position de-emphasizes culture as a potential agent
for change. The supposed hard and fast objective categories of poli¬
tics and economics are seen as the motivating factors. We have already
illustrated that one consequence of the "class analysis" position as
advocated by revolutionary nationalists is an integrationist trend. The
crucial question to be presently treated iSf to what extent is the class
analysis position of this group a clear and precise picture of the
American socio-economic and political fabric?
Perhaps the best critique of the "class analysis" position is
2
presented in Harold Cruse's Crisis of the Neoro Intellectual. From Cruse
we get a picture of America that emphasizes cliques and cl assest politicalt
social) religiouSf and racial that have little to do with one's object¬
ive relationship to the means of production. Thus Cruse sees America
as a pluralist society) so many non-integrated little nations within
a nation. Cruse assertS) and this he sees as a crucial variable) that
the black intelligentsia has failed to realize that the advent of the
mass media has fundamentally altered the nature of the "classic capi¬
talism" which Marx critiqued in the middle of the nineteenth century.
2
Harold CrusO) Crisis of the Neoro Intellectual, pp. 6k-96,
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Proceeding dialectically, Cruse argues that while the advent of the mass
media more or less defanged classic Marxism as a revolutlonarysnalytical
tool It also opened new possibilities for revolutionary Intellectuals
and activists* Precisely, the mass media, or the cultural apparatus,
exposed Itself as the weakest link In the capitalist chain and hence
the area to be confronted as regards social change. Cruse's cultural
apparatus Includes television, movies, booking agencies, the record
Industry, In short all those Institutions that In some way dispense the
dominant values of the prevailing order* Importantly, Cruse views these
Institutions dialectically, that Is their content and who controls them*
Now, of the two Afro-American views herein treated which comes
closest to precisely describing the Internal and external dynamism of the
prevailing order? The pluralist view comes closest because It acknow¬
ledges and more fully explains the various conplexitles of this society*
Thus It becomes more understandable why European ethnic groups have been
able to capture a piece of the American pie* Quite simply, they band
together, create their own schools, banks, etc., and exercise control over
their various little domains as well as exercising some Influence on
the larger society* Clearly the pluralist conception Is a more accurate
description of America than the class analysis position*
How does this Impact on the question of what the role of culture
should be In the political struggle of Afro-Americans? Initially the
pluralist conception gives us a clear Idea of the total milieu In which
any Afro-American struggle must operate* Thus we are better able to
address the question* Culture as he herein defined has seven types of
manifestations* Moving from that framework the question becomes which
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aspects should be emphasized. Harold Cruse writest
It seems to me that the Afro-American cannot take a firm grip
on his own destiny in the United States until there comes a
wholehearted effort on his part to essay a cultural rehabili¬
tation and refurbishing of his entire racial outlook. This
in no way implies that politics and economics are unimportant}
it does mean that all things in life are relative. In the
United States, the Afro-American can never dominate politics
or economics. Being a racial minority without an ownership
class, all that he has to offer in economics are labor and
purchasing power} he is not a producer and his economic for¬
tunes are tied to the rise and fall of American productive pros¬
perity as a whole. In politics, his lack of economic control¬
ling power renders his political bargaining power effective only
during presidential elections when his vote is sought after
numerically. However, smaller racial minorities in the United
States wield infinitely greater political and economic power
than we. Progress for the Afro-American, then, demands the
strongest kind of racial unity and cooperative endeavor. But
racial unity cannot be had in the face of the extreme racial
and cultural diffidence toward our heritage which is evident
in our outlook these days. It is for this reason that I be¬
lieve our problem is fundamentally a cultural one.3
Using our cultural definition it becomes clear that Cruse is talking
about essentially three aspects of culture. The first is ethos, "the
dominant characteristics which emerges from the other areas and their
emphasis" which could help provide "the strongest kind of racial unity
and cooperative endeavor." The second is creative motif, a doninant
theme or attitude which manifests itself in art, literature, etc. Im¬
portantly an added aspect of creative motif would have to include the
various aspects of the cultural apparatus, i.e., television, movies,
radio, recording Industry, etc. The third is economics, the ways and
means of creating and distributing goods and services. While Cruse does
not categorize his position as I have done here, he does call for the
“^Harold Cruse, Rebellion or Revolution (New Yorki William Morrow,
1988), pp. 66—67.
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decentralization of the mass medlat so that access to It becomes more
possible to the revolutionary Intellectuals*
Moving from Cruse's framework as regards America being a pluralist
society as well as Karenga's cultural definition. It becomes clear that
In order for culture to become more political (aid In resting power from
the prevailing order) that Afro-Americans must create or re-create a
new ethos. This ethos Is to manifest Itself by way of a new creative
motif that would maximize the chances of racial unity. The dispersing
of this new ethos, which In the "Mass Society" that Cruse describes Is
Just another commodity. Is to occur through the cultural apparatus.
Implicitly then, economics must be brought to bear as the objective
support for this effort at resoclalIzatlon. Importantly, all of this Is
to result In greater racial unity and cooperative endeavor, both neces¬
sary Ingredients to function politically In a pluralist society.
But what are the limitations of pluralist theory? It has been
Indicated here that the strongest critics of pluralism argue that one of
Its basic flaws Is that all groups do not have equal access to the
mechanatlons of power. The critics use Afro-Americans, American Indians,
Spanish speaking Americans and a few other non-white ethnic groups to
Illustrate their point. Inasmuch as the concern here In regards to
conceptualizing the American socio-economic and political fabric has
been theoretical or descriptive as opposed to being primarily prescrip¬
tive the fact that pluralist theory has not realized Itself In any mean¬
ingful political sense for the above mentioned ethnic groups In no way
challenges the validity of the theory on the descriptive level. Our work
here has Indicated that pluralist theory provides an excellent descrip¬
tion of the American socio-economic and political fabric. The failure
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of Afro-American scholars and Intellectuals to utilize pluralist theory
on the descriptive level and to move to create new social theories based
on this theoretical model has resulted In a myriad of adopted and barely
understood social theories that do not precisely describe the American
li
system. This failure Is limited to those Afro-American scholars* Intel¬
lectuals and activists that somehow see themselves as radicals. Con¬
versely* the Integration!sts have a similar problem. Accepting the
validity of the pluralist model on the descriptive level* these people
then rapidly move Into a realm of non-reality called the American "melting
pot" where we are all colorless entitles* floating around In the "mel¬
ting pot".
Future studies of Afro-American political activity must come to
grips with the pluralist nature of American society. It Is my contention
that a serious treatment of pluralist theory will Indicate the key role
that culture and cultural analysis can play In enhancing Afro-American
political solidarity and advancement. Importantly* I emphasize "poli¬
tical solidarity" In that a pluralist society In which the majority of
the power relationships are based on ethnic similarities and differences
demands that members of the same ethnic group move politically together
or become so many fragmented* powerless factions.
This study was Intended then* to lay a foundation for cultural
analysis of political* social and economic facts. The cultural defini¬
tion I moved from* with specific attention to the seven aspects of
culture* provides an excellent framework for such analysis. The possl-
4
The reader may refer to chapter three of this work* "Revolutionary
and Cultural Nationalists A Cultural Debate In The Late Sixties*" for a
discussion of the effect that Marxism had on the cultural thinking of
revolutionary nationalists.
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bIHtles for such an approach are broad and many faceted. Perhaps Cruse,
writing In a slightly different fashion, put It best when he wrotet
The whole question Involves separate treatment of many different
trends. Institutions and personalities In Negro cultural Hfe.5
The framework employed here Is an excellent Initial tool to do as much.
5Harold Cruse, Rebellion or Revolution. p. 67.
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